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LOCALLY NILPOTENT GROUPS AND HYPERFINITE
EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS
SCOTT SCHNEIDER AND BRANDON SEWARD
Abstract. A long standing open problem in the theory of hyperfinite equivalence re-
lations asks if the orbit equivalence relation generated by a Borel action of a countable
amenable group is hyperfinite. In this paper we show that this question has a positive
answer when the acting group is locally nilpotent. This extends previous results obtained
by Gao–Jackson for abelian groups and by Jackson–Kechris–Louveau for finitely gener-
ated nilpotent-by-finite groups. Our proof is based on a mixture of coarse geometric
properties of locally nilpotent groups together with an adaptation of the Gao–Jackson
machinery.
1. Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the project of determining which countable groups have
the property that all of their orbit equivalence relations are hyperfinite. An equivalence
relation E on the Polish space X is Borel if it is a Borel subset of X ×X , and finite if each
E-class is finite. E is hyperfinite if it is the union of an increasing sequence of finite Borel
equivalence relations. It is well-known (cf. [W], [SS], [DJK]) that the Borel equivalence
relation E on X is hyperfinite if and only if E arises as the orbit equivalence relation of
some Borel action of Z on X .
In the measure-theoretic context, Ornstein and Weiss [OW] proved that if the countable
amenable group G acts in a Borel fashion on the standard Borel space X , then the resulting
orbit equivalence relation EXG is µ-a.e. hyperfinite for any Borel probability measure µ on
X . This just means that for any such measure µ there is an invariant µ-conull subset Y ⊆ X
such that the restriction of EXG to Y is hyperfinite. Taking this result as a guide, Weiss
[W] asked whether the orbit equivalence relation arising from a Borel action of a countable
amenable group is hyperfinite in the purely Borel setting. He proved that this is the case for
Borel actions of Z [W], and since then significant attention has been focused on the project
of extending this result to the widest possible class of groups. By a result from the folklore
of the field that was first recorded in [JKL], if every orbit equivalence relation arising from
a Borel action of G is hyperfinite, then G must be amenable.
In unpublished work shortly after [W], Weiss generalized his result on Z-actions to show
that Borel actions of the groups Zn give rise to hyperfinite orbit equivalence relations. In
1988, Slaman and Steel [SS] independently proved Weiss’s result for Z-actions by construct-
ing Borel marker sets, thus introducing a technique that would go on to play a central role
in hyperfiniteness arguments. Then in 2002, Jackson, Kechris, and Louveau generalized
all previous results on the problem by proving that finitely-generated groups of polynomial
growth have hyperfinite orbit equivalence relations [JKL]. By Gromov’s Theorem [G], these
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are exactly the finitely-generated nilpotent-by-finite groups. They also showed that orbit
equivalence relations arising from Borel actions of a certain class of uncountable locally
compact Polish groups are Borel reducible to hyperfinite equivalence relations (see [JKL,
1.16]).
In an important breakthrough in 2007, Gao and Jackson [GJ] proved that orbit equiva-
lence relations arising from Borel actions of countable abelian groups are hyperfinite, thus
eliminating for the first time the hypothesis of finite generation. Their proof extended the
use of Borel marker sets initiated by Slaman-Steel, made essential use of the geometry of
Zn, introduced the notion of anti-coherent, or orthogonal pairs of equivalence relations, and
involved an intricate multi-scale inductive construction. Since every countable group is the
increasing union of finitely generated subgroups, their result may be interpreted as solv-
ing a special case of the widely known union problem which asks whether the union of an
increasing sequence of hyperfinite equivalence relations is again hyperfinite.
In this paper we will show how to extend the techniques of [GJ] in order to remove the
assumption of finite generation for the class of nilpotent groups. In particular we show how
finitely-generated nilpotent groups can be viewed locally as having “roughly-rectangular”
geometry similar to that of finitely-generated abelian groups, and we transfer the theory
of orthogonal equivalence relations developed in [GJ] to the new setting. Since all our
constructions are local in nature, we actually obtain hyperfiniteness of orbit equivalence
relations arising from Borel actions of countable locally nilpotent groups. A group is locally
nilpotent if every finitely generated subgroup is nilpotent.
Theorem 1.1. If the countable locally nilpotent group G acts in a Borel fashion on the
standard Borel space X, then the induced orbit equivalence relation is hyperfinite.
Proving this theorem for non-free actions requires addressing a new difficulty that is
not present for abelian groups or finitely-generated nilpotent-by-finite groups. Namely, the
conjugacy relation on the space of subgroups of a countable nilpotent group is in general non-
smooth. This means that if a Borel action of a nilpotent group has non-trivial stabilizers,
one cannot necessarily choose a distinguished stabilizer from each orbit in a Borel manner.
Overcoming this problem leads to significant structural differences between our proof for
nilpotent groups and the Gao–Jackson proof for abelian groups when the action is not free.
The question of whether orbit equivalence relations of countable amenable groups are
necessarily hyperfinite has received attention not only in the measure and Borel settings,
but also in the topological setting. Here it takes the form of asking whether for every
minimal continuous action of an amenable group on a Cantor space there is a continuous
action of Z with the same orbits. This question remains open, and currently the best
positive result was obtained for actions of Zn by Giordano, Matui, Putnam, and Skau
[GMPS]. Motivated by this perspective, we attempt to obtain our hyperfiniteness result
in a topologically favorable way, although we are unable to supply a positive answer for
nilpotent groups to the topological version of Weiss’s question. The following theorem
extends a similar result by Gao and Jackson [GJ]. Here E0 is the equivalence relation of
eventual agreement of binary sequences.
Theorem 1.2. If the countable locally nilpotent group G acts freely and continuously on the
zero-dimensional Polish space X, then the induced orbit equivalence relation is continuously
embeddable into E0.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish notation and
collect together some basic facts about Borel equivalence relations, group actions, and locally
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nilpotent groups. In Section 3 we prove a Borel marker lemma similar to [GJ, Lemma
2.1], and we discuss the notion of a G-clopen relation and its connection to continuous
reductions. In Section 4 we discuss certain aspects of the geometry of abelian groups and
introduce a device called a chart that will enable us to transfer this geometry to nilpotent
groups. In Sections 5 and 6 we carry out this transfer, introducing the notions of rough
rectangle and facial boundary in groups admitting charts. In Section 7 we define orthogonal
equivalence relations and prove the main technical lemma of the paper which is used for
building them. Section 8 is devoted to the conjugacy equivalence relation on subgroups
and the new difficulty presented by non-free actions of general (i.e., non-finitely-generated)
nilpotent groups. Finally, in Section 9 we prove our main results.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Descriptive set theory and equivalence relations. A Polish space is a separable,
completely metrizable topological space. Familiar examples of Polish spaces include R,
any countable discrete space, Cantor space 2N of binary sequences, and Baire space NN of
sequences of natural numbers. Cantor space and Baire space are zero-dimensional Polish
spaces, meaning that they admit a base of clopen sets.
An equivalence relation E on the Polish space X is Borel (closed, Fσ, etc) if it is Borel
(closed, Fσ, etc) as a subset of X×X . E is countable if every equivalence class is countable,
and finite if every class is finite. If E and F are Borel equivalence relations on the standard
Borel spaces X and Y , a reduction from E to F is a function f : X → Y such that for all
x, y ∈ X ,
x E y ⇔ f(x) F f(y).
We say that E is Borel reducible to F , written E ≤B F , if there is a Borel reduction from
E to F , and that E is Borel embeddable in F , written E ⊑B F , if there is an injective
Borel reduction (i.e., an embedding) from E to F . The notions of continuously reducible
and continuously embeddable are defined analogously.
Sometimes we will want to ignore topological considerations and focus solely on the Borel
setting. A standard Borel space is a measurable space (X,B) such that B arises as the Borel
σ-algebra of some Polish topology on X . The notions of Borel equivalence relation and Borel
reduction can then be defined just as above in this more general setting. By a classical result
of Kuratowski, any two uncountable standard Borel spaces are isomorphic, which has the
effect that in the Borel setting we may always work on whatever space is most convenient.
We shall be especially concerned with equivalence relations that arise from countable
group actions. Throughout this paper G will always denote a countable group, and we will
always view countable groups as discrete topological groups. An action α : G ×X → X of
G on the Polish space X is continuous (Borel) if the function α is continuous (Borel) on
the product space G×X . Since G is countable, this is equivalent to the functions x 7→ g · x
being continuous (Borel) for every g ∈ G. We will frequently avoid naming actions, writing
G y X for an action of G on X and g · x for the image of (g, x) when no confusion can
arise. All our actions will be on the left. If H ≤ G then we let H act on X by restricting
the G-action.
There is an intimate connection between countable group actions and countable Borel
equivalence relations. If the countable group G acts in a Borel fashion on the Polish space
X , then the resulting orbit equivalence relation EXG defined by
x EXG y ⇔ (∃g ∈ G) g · x = y
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is a countable Borel equivalence relation. If moreover G acts continuously, then in fact
EXG is Fσ. Conversely, by the well-known Feldman-Moore theorem [FM], for any countable
Borel equivalence relation E on the standard Borel space X there is a countable group
G and a Borel action G y X such that E = EXG . In this sense the study of countable
Borel equivalence relations amounts to the study of orbit equivalence relations of countable
groups.
Given an action of G on X , the EXG -equivalence class of x is called the orbit of x and is
equal to G · x = {g · x : g ∈ G}. In general if E is any equivalence relation on X , we write
[x]E for the E-equivalence class of x ∈ X . An action is free if g · x 6= x for all x ∈ X and
1G 6= g ∈ G, where here and below we write 1G for the identity element of G. Equivalently
Gy X is free if all stabilizers Stab(x) are trivial, where
Stab(x) := {g ∈ G : g · x = x}
is the stabilizer of x in G. If g · x = y then
Stab(y) = g · Stab(x) · g−1,
so that orbit equivalent elements have conjugate stabilizers.
Countable Borel equivalence relations have been the focus of intensive study over the past
twenty-five years, and significant progress has been made in understanding their structure
even though a number of fundamental problems remain unsolved. The relation ≤B of Borel
reducibility defines a partial pre-order on the class of Borel equivalence relations that is often
interpreted as a complexity ordering. With respect to this ordering, the simplest countable
Borel equivalence relations are the smooth ones, i.e., those that Borel reduce to the equality
relation on some standard Borel space, or equivalently those admitting a Borel selector.
Here a selector for the equivalence relation E on X is a function σ : X → X whose graph
is contained in E and whose image is a transversal for E, that is, a subset of X meeting
each E-class in exactly one point. Every finite Borel equivalence relation is smooth, and
in general the structure of smooth countable Borel equivalence relations is rather trivial to
understand.
The next simplest countable Borel equivalence relations are the hyperfinite ones. An
equivalence relation E is said to be hyperfinite if it can be expressed as the union of an
increasing sequence of finite Borel equivalence relations. Examples of hyperfinite equivalence
relations include the orbit equivalence relation arising from the shift action of Z on 2Z, the
Vitali equivalence relation Ev defined on R by x Ev y ⇔ x− y ∈ Q, and the combinatorial
counterpart E0 of the Vitali relation defined on Cantor space 2
N by
x E0 y ⇔ (∃n)(∀k ≥ n)x(k) = y(k).
Every smooth countable Borel equivalence relation is hyperfinite, but each of the examples
just given is non-smooth. By a deep result due to Harrington–Kechris–Louveau [HKL]
and generalizing earlier work of Glimm–Effros, if E is any (not necessarily countable) non-
smooth Borel equivalence relation, then E0 ⊑B E. Hence E0 is an immediate successor of
the trivial smooth equivalence relations in the ≤B hierarchy.
The hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations were thoroughly investigated and completely
classified up to Borel bireducibility and isomorphism by Dougherty, Jackson, and Kechris in
[DJK]. Here E and F are Borel bireducible if E ≤B F and F ≤B E, and isomorphic if there
is a bijective Borel reduction from E to F . Dougherty, Jackson, and Kechris showed that
any two non-smooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations are Borel bireducible (in fact
bi-embeddable) with each other, and that two hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations are
isomorphic if and only if they admit the same number of invariant ergodic Borel probability
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measures. They also proved that the class of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations is closed
under Borel reductions, sub-equivalence relations, restrictions to Borel sets, finite products,
finite extensions, and countable disjoint unions. For more on hyperfinite equivalence rela-
tions see [DJK].
2.2. Locally nilpotent groups. Let G be a countable group. The center of G is the
subgroup
ζ(G) := {h ∈ G : gh = hg for all g ∈ G}.
A subgroup H ≤ G is central if H ≤ ζ(G). G is said to be nilpotent if G admits a central
series, i.e., a sequence
{1G} = G0 ✁G1 ✁ · · ·✁Gn = G
of subgroups, necessarily normal in G, such that Gi+1/Gi ≤ ζ(G/Gi) for each 0 ≤ i < n.
The minimal length of a central series of a nilpotent group G is called the nilpotency class
of G.
The upper central series of the nilpotent group G, written
{1G} = ζ0G✁ ζ1G✁ · · ·✁ ζnG = G,
is defined inductively so that ζi+1G is the pullback of ζ(G/ζiG) under the canonical surjec-
tion G→ G/ζiG. Each term ζiG is a characteristic subgroup of G, and ζ1G = ζ(G) is just
the center of G. If {1G} = G0✁G1✁ · · ·✁Gm = G is any central series in G, then Gi ≤ ζiG
for each 0 ≤ i ≤ m, so that in particular ζmG = G. Therefore the upper central series of a
nilpotent group is a central series of minimal length in G; in particular its length, i.e., the
least n such that ζnG = G, is the nilpotency class of G. If G is a nilpotent group of class n,
then G/ζ(G) is a nilpotent group of class n − 1, and therefore it is possible to prove facts
about nilpotent groups by induction on nilpotency class.
A series (Gi) in G is cyclic if each factor Gi+1/Gi is cyclic. Finitely generated nilpotent
groups admit central series whose factors are cyclic with prime or infinite orders ([R, 5.2.18]).
Moreover, the number of infinite factors in such a series is independent of the series ([R,
5.4.13]). If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, the number of infinite factors in any
cyclic series of G is called the Hirsch length of G. Hirsch length can also be understood more
concretely as follows. Suppose G is a finitely generated nilpotent group. Since subgroups
of finitely generated nilpotent groups are finitely generated ([R, 5.2.17]), each term ζiG of
the upper central series of G is itself finitely generated. Hence each factor ζi+1G/ζiG is a
finitely generated abelian group isomorphic to some Zmi ×Γi where Γi is finite abelian and
mi is the rank of ζi+1G/ζiG. The Hirsch length of G is then just the sum
∑
mi of the ranks
of the abelian factors ζi+1G/ζiG of the upper central series of G.
The group G is locally nilpotent if all of its finitely generated subgroups are nilpotent, or
equivalently if G is the union of an increasing sequence of nilpotent groups. An easy way
to produce a countable locally nilpotent group that is not nilpotent is to take the direct
sum of a countably infinite family of nilpotent groups with unbounded nilpotency classes.
Such a group will be hypercentral, meaning that it admits a transfinite central series which
exhausts the group (see [R, 12.1] for details). Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, there exist
locally nilpotent groups that are not hypercentral. Indeed, the class of locally nilpotent
groups is large and varied. It is closed under subgroups and images and includes in addition
to nilpotent groups all the solvable p-groups, all hypercentral groups, all groups that satisfy
the normalizer condition, and all Fitting, Baer, and Gruenberg groups (see Sections 12.1
and 12.2 of [R] for basic facts about these classes of groups). As an example of how far
removed a locally nilpotent group can be from the class of nilpotent groups, we remark
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that there exists a countable locally nilpotent group G such that G has trivial center, no
nontrivial abelian quotients, no subgroups of finite index, and no finitely generated normal
subgroups ([R, 12.1.9]). On the other hand, every countable locally nilpotent group is of
course amenable.
3. Marker sets and G-clopen relations
Marker sets have been a common ingredient in hyperfiniteness proofs ever since [SS].
Roughly speaking, they can be used to convert local constructions on a single orbit into
global ones that apply in a uniform Borel manner across the entire space. The lemma below
is a slight generalization of the “Basic Clopen Marker Lemma” in [GJ]. In [GJ] this lemma
is presented in the special case G = Zn and Z = X . The extension presented here is rather
straightforward, but as a convenience to the reader we include a proof. We call the set Y
constructed in the lemma a marker set.
Lemma 3.1. Let Gy X be a Borel action of G on the Polish space X. Let 1G ∈ F ⊆ G be
finite and symmetric, and let Z ⊆ X be any Borel subset of X. Assume that F ∩ Stab(z) =
{1G} for every z ∈ Z. Then there exists a Borel set Y ⊆ Z such that
(i) if y, y′ ∈ Y are distinct, then there is no g ∈ F for which g · y = y′; and
(ii) for every z ∈ Z there exists y ∈ Y and g ∈ F such that g · y = z.
Furthermore, if X is zero-dimensional, Z is clopen, and the action of G is continuous, then
Y can be chosen to be clopen as well.
Proof. We will assume that X is zero-dimensional, Z is clopen, and the action of G is
continuous. The proof in the Borel case follows by ignoring the topology.
Consider a point z ∈ Z. Since F ∩ Stab(z) = {1G}, we have that g · z 6= z for every
1G 6= g ∈ F . Since the action is continuous and F is finite, we can find a clopen neighborhood
U of z with g ·U∩U = ∅ for all 1G 6= g ∈ F . Therefore there is a countable base {Ui : i ≥ 0}
for the relative topology on Z consisting of clopen subsets of Z with the property that
g · Ui ∩ Ui = ∅ for every 1G 6= g ∈ F and i ≥ 0. Now, inductively define the Borel sets
Yi ⊆ Z by setting Y0 = U0 and
Yi+1 = Yi ∪

Ui+1 \ ⋃
g∈F
g · Yi

 .
We will show that Y =
⋃
i Yi is a clopen set satisfying conditions (i) and (ii).
For (ii), let z ∈ Z be arbitrary and let i be least such that z ∈ Ui. Then by the definition
of Yi, either z ∈ Yi or i > 0 and z = g · y for some g ∈ F and y ∈ Yi−1. In either case the
result follows since 1G ∈ F . For (i), we show by induction on i that if y, y
′ ∈ Yi are distinct,
then there is no g ∈ F such that g · y = y′. If i = 0, this follows immediately from the fact
that g ·U0 ∩U0 = ∅ for all 1 6= g ∈ F . Now fix i ≥ 0, and suppose that y and y
′ are distinct
elements of Yi+1. We may assume that y and y
′ do not both belong to Ui+1, and by the
inductive hypothesis we may assume that y and y′ do not both belong to Yi. Hence without
loss of generality we may assume that
y ∈ Yi \ Ui+1 and y
′ ∈ Ui+1 \
⋃
g∈F
g · Yi.
In particular,
y ∈ Yi and y
′ 6∈
⋃
g∈F
g · Yi,
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so there can be no g ∈ F such that y′ = g · y. Since F is symmetric, likewise there is no
g ∈ F such that y = g · y′.
Finally, we show that Y is clopen. By continuity of the action, any translate of any
clopen set is clopen, so it is easy to verify by induction on i that each Yi is clopen, which
implies that Y is open. Now clauses (i) and (ii) imply that
X \ Y =

 ⋃
1G 6=g∈F
g · Y

 ∪ (X \ Z)
is open as well, so Y is clopen. 
Corollary 3.2. Let Gy X be a Borel action of G on the Polish space X, and let Y ⊆ X
be a non-empty Borel set. If 1G ∈ F ⊆ G is finite and symmetric with F ∩ Stab(y) = {1G}
for every y ∈ Y , then there is a partition of Y into finitely many disjoint Borel sets
Y = Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yk
such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and distinct points y, y′ ∈ Yi, there is no g ∈ F such that g ·y = y
′.
Furthermore, if X is zero-dimensional, Y is clopen, and the action of G is continuous, then
the Yi’s can be chosen to be clopen as well.
Proof. First apply Lemma 3.1 with Z = Y to obtain a Borel (clopen) set Y1 ⊆ Y with the
property that F · Y1 ⊇ Y and g · Y1 ∩ Y1 = ∅ for every 1G 6= g ∈ F . Then inductively, given
disjoint nonempty Borel (clopen) subsets Y1, . . . , Yi of Y such that Y \ (Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yi) 6= ∅,
apply Lemma 3.1 with
Z = Y \
(
Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yi
)
to obtain a Borel (clopen) set Yi+1 ⊆ Y \ (Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yi) with the property that
F · Yi+1 ⊇ Y \
(
Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yi
)
and g · Yi+1 ∩ Yi+1 = ∅ for every 1G 6= g ∈ F . We claim that there is k ≤ t := |F |+ 1 such
that Y = Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yk. If not, then Y \ (Y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yt) is nonempty, say it contains y. Then
we have y ∈ F · Yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. As F is symmetric, this implies Yi ∩ F · y 6= ∅ for all
1 ≤ i ≤ t, contradicting the fact that the Yi are pairwise disjoint. 
The following notion, introduced in [GJ], will be useful in constructing continuous reduc-
tions to E0.
Definition 3.3. Let G act continuously on the Polish space X . A relation R ⊆ X ×X is
G-clopen if for every g ∈ G the set {x ∈ X : (x, g · x) ∈ R} is clopen.
In Remark 3.3 of [GJ], Gao and Jackson called an equivalence relation satisfying Defini-
tion 3.3 clopen rather than G-clopen, and used this terminology throughout [GJ]. This is in
conflict with the standard notion of clopen (viewing R as a subset of X×X), and we adopt
the new terminology in order to avoid ambiguity. In practice we will only use the notion for
two types of relations: equivalence relations on X and (graphs of) functions from X to X .
The first lemma below addresses the connection between clopenness and G-clopenness.
Lemma 3.4. Let G act continuously on the Polish space X and let E be an equivalence
relation on X. If E is contained in EXG and is G-clopen, then E is Fσ (in particular, E is
Borel). On the other hand, if E is clopen then E is G-clopen.
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Proof. First suppose that E ⊆ EXG and that E is G-clopen. For g ∈ G define
Eg = {x ∈ X : x E g · x}.
The assumption E ⊆ EXG gives
(x, y) ∈ E ⇐⇒ (∃g ∈ G) y = g · x ∧ x ∈ Eg.
Since E is G-clopen and the action is continuous, for each fixed g ∈ G the condition on the
right is closed in X ×X . Therefore E is an Fσ subset of X ×X as claimed.
Now suppose that E is a clopen subset of X ×X , fix g ∈ G, and define πg : X → X ×X
by πg(x) = (x, g ·x). Then Eg is the inverse image of the clopen set E under the continuous
map πg, so Eg is clopen. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G act freely and continuously on the Polish space X, let E be an equiva-
lence relation on X, and let H ≤ G.
(i) If E is G-clopen then E is also H-clopen.
(ii) If E is H-clopen and E ⊆ EXH then E is G-clopen.
Proof. Clause (i) is immediate from the definitions and does not require freeness of the
action. For clause (ii), given g ∈ G the set {x ∈ X : x E g · x} is clopen if g ∈ H and is
empty if g 6∈ H since the action is free and E ⊆ EXH . So in either case the set is clopen. 
Lemma 3.6. Let G act freely and continuously on the zero-dimensional Polish space X.
Let E be a finite G-clopen equivalence relation on X and suppose there is a finite set K ⊆ G
such that [x]E ⊆ K · x for all x ∈ X. Then there is a continuous and G-clopen selector S
for E, i.e. a continuous and G-clopen function S : X → X such that for all x, y ∈ X, we
have x E S(x) and
x E y ⇐⇒ S(x) = S(y).
Proof. Fix a countable base of clopen sets {Un : n ∈ N} for the topology on X . For x ∈ X
let S(x) be such that
{S(x)} = Un(x) ∩ [x]E
where n(x) is least with |Un(x) ∩ [x]E | = 1. Such an n(x) exists since E is finite and X is
Hausdorff. Clearly S is a selector for E, so it only remains to check that S is continuous
and G-clopen. We accomplish this by showing that for each k ∈ K the set of x ∈ X for
which S(x) = k · x is clopen. This will suffice since the action is continuous and {x ∈ X :
S(x) = g · x} = ∅ for g ∈ G \K.
For g ∈ G let Eg be the clopen set {x ∈ X : x E g · x}, and for x ∈ X let
C(x) = {k ∈ K : x E k · x}.
Then for any subset K0 ⊆ K, the set
{x ∈ X : C(x) = K0} =
( ⋂
k∈K0
Ek
)
\

 ⋃
k∈K\K0
Ek


is clopen. Hence for each K0 ⊆ K and n ∈ N the set
{x ∈ X : C(x) = K0 ∧ |Un ∩ [x]E | = 1}
is clopen, as it the intersection of {x ∈ X : C(x) = K0} with the clopen set
⋃
k∈K0

k−1 · Un \ ⋃
k 6=h∈K0
h−1 · Un


.
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(Here we use the freeness of the action). From this it follows that for each K0 ⊆ K and
m ∈ N the set
XK0,m = {x ∈ X : C(x) = K0 ∧ n(x) = m}
is clopen, and therefore for each m ∈ N,
Xm = {x ∈ X : n(x) = m} =
⋃
K0⊆K
XK0,m
is clopen. Finally, this implies that for each k ∈ K the set
X(k) = {x ∈ X : S(x) = k · x} = Ek ∩
[ ⋃
m∈N
(
Xm ∩ k
−1 · Um
)]
is open. Now X =
⊔
k∈K X(k) is a finite partition of X into open sets, so each X(k) must
in fact be clopen. 
Our final lemma in this section was demonstrated in [GJ], but we include a proof as
a convenience to the reader. Our proof will make use of the well-known fact that given
a countable group G and a Borel action of G on the standard Borel space X , there is a
G-equivariant embedding of X into (2N)G. Specifically, let G act on (2N)G by permuting
coordinates on the left, so that (g · y)(i, h) = y(i, g−1h) for y ∈ (2N)G, i ∈ N, and g, h ∈ G.
Fix a sequence (Ui) of Borel sets in X that separates points and define φ : X → (2
N)G by
φ(x)(i, h) = 1 ⇐⇒ x ∈ h · Ui.
Then φ is Borel, injective, and G-equivariant, meaning that φ(g · x) = g · φ(x) for all x ∈ X
and g ∈ G. If X is a zero-dimensional Polish space, G acts continuously, and we take the
Ui to be a clopen base, then additionally φ is continuous.
Lemma 3.7 (Gao–Jackson, [GJ]). Let G act freely and continuously on the zero-dimensional
Polish space X. Let F1, F2, . . . be a sequence of finite G-clopen equivalence relations on X.
Suppose there are finite sets Kn ⊆ G such that [x]Fn ⊆ Kn · x for all n ≥ 1 and all x ∈ X.
Then there is a continuous embedding of F into E0, where F is defined by
x F y ⇐⇒ (∃m ∈ N) (∀n ≥ m) x Fn y.
Proof. In this proof we write 2n for the set of all binary sequences of length n. Let F0 be
the equality relation on X and set K0 = {1G}. By enlarging the Kn’s we may suppose that
the sets Kn, n ∈ N, are increasing, symmetric, and exhaust G. Since X is zero-dimensional
and G acts continuously, there is a G-equivariant continuous embedding of X into (2N)G,
as described above. So without loss of generality, we may suppose that X ⊆ (2N)G.
For each n ∈ N, let Sn : X → X be a continuous and G-clopen selector for Fn, as given
by Lemma 3.6. For x ∈ X , let g0(x) = 1G and for n ≥ 1 define gn(x) to be the unique
element of KnKn−1 ⊆ KnKn such that Sn(x) = gn(x) · Sn−1(x). Notice that each function
gn is continuous since the Sn’s are G-clopen. Next, for x ∈ X ⊆ (2
N)G = 2N×G and n ∈ N
let σn(x) denote the restriction of Sn(x) to the domain {0, 1, . . . , n} × (KnKn). Note that
σn(x) ∈ (2
n+1)KnKn and for each n the map x 7→ σn(x) is continuous. Also fix for each n
an integer m(n) and an injection θn : (2
n+1)KnKn ×KnKn → 2
m(n).
Now define f : X → 2N by
f(x) = θ0(σ0(x), g0(x))
⌢θ1(σ1(x), g1(x))
⌢ · · ·⌢ θn(σn(x), gn(x))
⌢ · · · ,
where π⌢τ denotes the concatenation of π, τ ∈ 2<N (here 2<N denotes the set of all finite
sequences of 0’s and 1’s). Then f is continuous since the σn’s and gn’s are continuous. If
F is defined as in the statement of the lemma then x F y implies Sn(x) = Sn(y) for all
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sufficiently large n. This implies that θn(σn(x), gn(x)) = θn(σn(y), gn(y)) for all sufficiently
large n, so x F y implies f(x) E0 f(y).
Now we check that f(x) E0 f(y) implies x F y and that f is injective. Suppose that
f(x) E0 f(y), and choose any value of n such that θm(σm(x), gm(x)) = θm(σm(y), gm(y))
for all m ≥ n. Then gm(x) = gm(y) and Sm(x), Sm(y) agree on the set (2
m+1)KmKm for
all m ≥ n. We will show that this implies Sn(x) = Sn(y). Indeed, let i ∈ N and h ∈ G, and
fix m ≥ max(n, i) with Knh ⊆ Km. We have Sm(x) ∈ Km · x and Sn(x) ∈ Kn · x and thus
Sn(x) ∈ KnKm · Sm(x). We also have
gm(x)gm−1(x) · · · gn+1(x) · Sn(x) = Sm(x),
so by freeness of the action (gm(x)gm−1(x) · · · gn+1(x))
−1 ∈ KnKm. Since gt(x) = gt(y)
for t ≥ n we find that there is a single k ∈ KnKm with both Sn(x) = k · Sm(x) and
Sn(y) = k · Sm(y). Now since Knh ⊆ Km we have k
−1h ∈ KmKm and thus
Sn(x)(i, h) = [k · Sm(x)](i, h) = Sm(x)(i, k
−1h)
= Sm(y)(i, k
−1h) = [k · Sm(y)](i, h) = Sn(y)(i, h).
Since i ∈ N and h ∈ G were arbitrary, it follows that Sn(x) = Sn(y). This holds for all
sufficiently large n, so we conclude x F y. Furthermore, if f(x) = f(y) then we can use
n = 0 to obtain x = S0(x) = S0(y) = y, so f is injective. 
4. Geometry of abelian and nilpotent groups
The arguments used by Gao–Jackson [GJ] relied heavily upon the nice geometry of the
groups Zn and in particular upon geometric notions such as n-dimensional rectangles and
their faces. Our arguments will also rely heavily upon geometric notions, though ours will
be coarse geometric notions inspired by the geometry of abelian groups. In this section we
discuss the relevant geometry of abelian groups and then present a definition, namely that of
a chart, which will allow us to extend a coarse approximation of this geometry to nilpotent
groups.
Throughout Γ will always denote a finite additive abelian group. We will consider additive
groups of the form Zℓ × Γ. We view points v¯ ∈ Rℓ × Γ as vectors with ℓ + 1 coordinates,
where the first ℓ coordinates range over real numbers and the (ℓ + 1)st coordinate ranges
over elements of Γ. We will always denote the coordinates of v¯ ∈ Rℓ×Γ by vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ+1.
Given ℓ and Γ, we let 0¯ and 1¯ denote the vectors whose first ℓ coordinates are 0 and 1,
respectively, and whose (ℓ + 1)st coordinate is 1Γ. We let e¯i, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, denote the vector
with value 1 in the ith-coordinate, value 1Γ in the (ℓ + 1)
st-coordinate, and value 0 in all
other coordinates. (The dependence of e¯i, 0¯, and 1¯ on ℓ and Γ will never cause confusion).
If v¯ = (v1, v2, . . . , vℓ, vℓ+1) ∈ R
ℓ × Γ and λ ∈ R then we set
λ · v¯ = (λv1, λv2, . . . , λvℓ, vℓ+1) ∈ R
ℓ × Γ.
For a vector a¯ ∈ Rℓ × Γ we define
Rec(a¯) = {b¯ ∈ Zℓ × Γ : −|ai| ≤ bi ≤ |ai| for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}.
Note that there is no restriction on the (ℓ + 1)st-coordinate of b¯ ∈ Rec(a¯). A rectangle in
Zℓ × Γ is any set of the form c¯+Rec(a¯) for c¯, a¯ ∈ Zℓ × Γ. Observe that even if one ignores
Γ this is still not quite the standard notion of rectangle since the integral portions of our
rectangles must have genuine centers in Zℓ. Note that if A = c¯+Rec(a¯) with c¯ ∈ Zℓ×{1Γ}
and a¯ ∈ Nℓ × {1Γ}, then c¯ and a¯ are uniquely determined from A; in this case we call c¯ the
center of A and a¯ the radius vector of A. We write L(A) for the radius vector a¯ of A and
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Li(A) for its integer components ai (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ). A rectangle A is centered if it can be written
in the form A = c¯ + Rec(a¯) with c¯ = 0¯. A translate of A is a rectangle of the form t¯ + A
where t¯ ∈ Zℓ × Γ. Note that L(A) = L(t¯ + A). We write A ⊑ B to mean that a translate
of the rectangle A is contained in the rectangle B, or equivalently Li(A) ≤ Li(B) for each
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. If the rectangle A is centered at c¯ and λ ∈ R+ then we let λ·A = c¯+Rec(λ·L(A)).
Note that Li(λ · A) = ⌊λ · Li(A)⌋ for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ (where ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer less
than or equal to the real number x). We write −A for the rectangle {−a¯ : a¯ ∈ A}, and
−λ ·A for −(λ ·A) when λ > 0. Observe that if A is centered at c¯ and λ > 0 then −λ ·A is
centered at −c¯.
For a rectangle A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ centered at c¯ and 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ we set
Ai = c¯+Rec
(
L(A)− Li(A) · e¯i
)
.
In other words, Ai is obtained from A by flattening A in the ith coordinate direction, or
more precisely Ai is the rectangle centered at the same point as A and with Lj(A
i) = Lj(A)
for j 6= i and Li(A
i) = 0. Notice that −Li(A) · e¯i +A
i and Li(A) · e¯i +A
i are the two faces
of A which are perpendicular to e¯i.
Our notation for rectangles is convenient in that it allows for streamlined proofs of our
results. However we should point out that the notation has some shortcomings, and oc-
casionally suggests statements which are not true. For example, the (element-wise) sum
A + A is indeed a rectangle, but is not equal to 2 · A, as the center of A + A is twice the
center of A while the center of 2 ·A is the same as the center of A. Similarly, we have that
λ ·A− η ·A ⊆ (λ+ η) ·C where C is the centered translate of A and λ, η ∈ R+. Two further
examples are that λ · A + η · A need not equal (λ + η) · A even when A is centered, and
λ · (η ·A) 6= (λη) ·A in general, although see clauses (i) and (vii) of Lemma 4.1 below. These
phenomena are very minor nuisances and are dealt with by Lemma 4.1. We will write λη ·A
for (λη) · A and will make clear use of parentheses in the few rare cases where a different
order of operations is desired.
Lemma 4.1. Let A,B ⊆ Zℓ×Γ be rectangles, and let ǫ, δ, λ, and η be positive real numbers
with δ ·B ⊒ Rec(1¯).
(i) λ · (η · A) ⊆ λη ·A.
(ii) If λ ≤ η, then λ ·A ⊆ η ·A.
(iii) If A ⊑ B, then λ ·A ⊑ λ ·B.
(iv) If 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ · A, then λδ ·B ⊑ λǫ ·A.
(v) If A is centered and A ⊑ ǫ ·B, then λ · B +A ⊆ (λ+ ǫ) ·B.
(vi) If A is centered and 2δ ·B ⊑ A, then (λ+ δ) ·B ⊆ λ · B +A.
(vii) If A is centered, then λ · A+ η · A ⊆ (λ+ η) ·A.
We remark that clauses (iv) and (vi) do not give the optimal estimates, but will suffice
for our purposes.
Proof. Recall that A ⊑ B if and only if Li(A) ≤ Li(B) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Set a¯ = L(A) and
b¯ = L(B).
(i) – (iii) are immediate from the definitions.
(iv). Using Rec(1¯) ⊑ δ · B, we have δbi < ⌊δbi + 1⌋ ≤ ⌊2δbi⌋ ≤ ⌊ǫai⌋ ≤ ǫai. Therefore
λδbi < λǫai and hence ⌊λδbi⌋ ≤ ⌊λǫai⌋.
(v). We have ⌊λbi⌋+ai ≤ ⌊λbi⌋+⌊ǫbi⌋ ≤ ⌊(λ+ǫ)bi⌋. This shows that λ·B+A ⊑ (λ+ǫ)·B.
Since A is centered the former must be a subset of the latter.
(vi). Using Rec(1¯) ⊑ δ · B, we have ⌊λbi⌋ + ai ≥ ⌊λbi⌋ + ⌊2δbi⌋ ≥ ⌊λbi⌋ + ⌊δbi + 1⌋ ≥
⌊(λ+ δ)bi⌋. So as in the proof of (v) we obtain (λ+ δ) ·B ⊆ λ ·B +A since A is centered.
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(vii) This follows from clause (v). 
Clauses (i) – (iii), (v), and (vii) of Lemma 4.1 will be used frequently throughout the
paper. We will refrain from explicitly citing these clauses since they are quite intuitive (the
reader will likely not even notice that they are needed) and, given how frequently we use
them, it would be overly repetitive to cite them. Clause (iv) will also be used frequently
without mention, but we will discuss this more at a later time (specifically after Definitions
5.1 and 5.3). We will explicitly mention any use of clause (vi). Before continuing we now
highlight two additional facts that are somewhat technical but will play an important role
in Section 6.
Lemma 4.2. Let A,B ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be rectangles, and let ǫ, δ, and η be non-negative real
numbers with δ < 1 and Rec(1¯) ⊑ δ ·B.
(i) If A meets B and 2δ · B ⊑ ǫ ·A, then (1 + ǫ) ·A meets (1− δ) ·B.
(ii) Suppose A is centered, let w¯ ∈ (1 + δ) · B, and suppose that η · A ⊑ (1 − δ) · B and
4δ ·B ⊑ ǫ ·A. Then there exits s¯ ∈ (η + ǫ) ·A such that w¯ + s¯+ η ·A ⊆ (1− δ) ·B.
Proof. (i) Let c¯ be the center of A and d¯ the center of B, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ let
ρi = |ci − di|. Then A meets B if and only if Li(A) + Li(B) ≥ ρi for all i, and (1 + ǫ) · A
meets (1 − δ) · B if and only if ⌊(1 + ǫ) Li(A)⌋ + ⌊(1 − δ) Li(B)⌋ ≥ ρi for all i. Therefore,
writing ai = Li(A) and bi = Li(B), we have that (1 + ǫ) · A meets (1− δ) · B provided
ai + bi ≤ ⌊(1 + ǫ)ai⌋+ ⌊(1− δ)bi⌋ = ai + bi + ⌊ǫai⌋+ ⌊−δbi⌋
for all i, or in other words provided ⌊ǫai⌋ ≥ ⌈δbi⌉ for all i. Since Rec(1¯) ⊑ δ · B and
2δ · B ⊑ ǫ · A, for each i we have ⌈δbi⌉ ≤ ⌊δbi⌋+ 1 ≤ ⌊2δbi⌋ ≤ ⌊ǫai⌋, as needed.
(ii) We have that ǫ · A is centered and ǫ · A ⊒ 4δ · B, so by clause (vi) of Lemma 4.1,
(1+ δ) ·B ⊆ (1− δ) ·B+ ǫ ·A. Thus we can find u¯ ∈ ǫ ·A such that w¯+ u¯ ∈ (1− δ) ·B. Now
since η ·A ⊑ (1− δ) ·B we can find a translate of η ·A that contains w¯+ u¯ and is contained
in (1− δ) ·B. This implies that there is v¯ ∈ η ·A such that w¯ + u¯+ v¯ + η ·A ⊆ (1− δ) ·B.
Now let s¯ = u¯+ v¯ ∈ ǫ · A+ η · A ⊆ (ǫ+ η) · A. 
Now having discussed the relevant geometry of abelian groups, we are ready to present a
definition which will allow us to extend a coarse approximation of this geometry to nilpotent
groups. The name for this notion draws inspiration from the theory of manifolds.
Definition 4.3. Let G be a countable group. A chart for G is a 5-tuple Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H)
where H is a finite collection of pairwise conjugate subgroups of G, ℓ ∈ N, Γ is a finite
abelian group, Z ⊆ Zℓ × Γ is a centered rectangle with Li(Z) > 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, φ is
an injective function into G with dom(φ) a centered rectangle in Zℓ × Γ containing 3 · Z,
φ(0¯) = 1G, and with the property that for every r¯, s¯ ∈ dom(φ) and every H ∈ H,
φ(r¯) ·H = φ(s¯) ·H =⇒ r¯ = s¯;
r¯ + s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯) · φ(s¯) ·H = φ(r¯ + s¯+ z¯) ·H ;
r¯ − s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯) · φ(s¯)−1 ·H = φ(r¯ − s¯+ z¯) ·H ;
−r¯ + s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯)−1 · φ(s¯) ·H = φ(−r¯ + s¯+ z¯) ·H ;
−s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(s¯)−1 ·H = φ(−s¯+ z¯) ·H.
We remark that the requirements that Li(Z) be positive and that dom(φ) be a centered
rectangle are not essential; these assumptions simply allow for an easier presentation of our
arguments. In the definition above, one should think of Z as being a very small error term
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and dom(φ) as being very large. With this mindset the last four implications say that φ is
an “almost-homomorphism.” So in the presence of a chart one can pretend locally (since
the image of φ is finite) that the action of G on G/H , for H ∈ H, is an action of an abelian
group; one just needs to pay a small price (the error term Z) whenever one uses abelian
group operations. This definition will allow us to extend a coarse approximation of the
abelian geometry used by Gao and Jackson [GJ] to groups admitting charts. In particular,
it will allow us to discuss rectangles and facial boundaries in spaces on which such groups
act, and we do precisely this in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Next we show that non-trivial charts exist for finitely generated nilpotent groups. As a
warm-up we will first construct charts where H consists simply of the trivial subgroup {1G}.
For notational convenience we write H = 1 in this case. We remark that charts in which
H = 1 are the ones appropriate for handling free actions of G, and that we are forced to
include H in the definition of chart solely in order to handle non-free actions.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let ℓ be the Hirsch length of
G. Then for any finite F ⊆ G and any λ > 0 there is a chart Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ, 1) for G with
F ⊆ φ(Z) and λ · Z ⊆ dom(φ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that λ ≥ 3. We prove the claim by
induction on the nilpotency class of G. When the nilpotency class of G is 1 the group
is abelian and the lemma clearly holds. Now suppose that the claim holds for all finitely
generated nilpotent groups of nilpotency class n − 1, and let G be a finitely generated
nilpotent group of nilpotency class n. Then G/ζ(G) is a finitely generated nilpotent group
of nilpotency class n − 1. So by induction there is a chart Φ0 = (ℓ0, φ0,Z0,Γ0, 1) for
G/ζ(G), where ℓ0 is the Hirsch length of G/ζ(G), satisfying F · ζ(G) ⊆ φ0(Z0) and λ · Z0 ⊆
dom(φ0) ⊆ Z
ℓ0 × Γ0. Now let φ
′
0 : dom(φ0) → G be any function satisfying φ
′
0(0¯) = 1G
and φ′0(v¯)ζ(G) = φ0(v¯) for all v¯ ∈ dom(φ0). Since φ
′
0 has finite domain and is a chart
modulo ζ(G), we can find a finite set K ⊆ ζ(G) such that F ⊆ φ′0(Z0)K and for every
r¯, s¯ ∈ dom(φ′0),
r¯ + s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯) · φ
′
0(s¯) ∈ φ
′
0(r¯ + s¯+ Z0)K;
r¯ − s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯) · φ
′
0(s¯)
−1 ∈ φ′0(r¯ − s¯+ Z0)K;
−r¯ + s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯)
−1 · φ′0(s¯) ∈ φ
′
0(−r¯ + s¯+ Z0)K;
−s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(s¯)
−1 ∈ φ′0(−s¯+ Z0)K.
As subgroups of finitely generated nilpotent groups are finitely generated, ζ(G) is a finitely
generated abelian group and hence is isomorphic to some Zℓ1 × Γ1. Fix an isomorphism
φ1 : Z
ℓ1 × Γ1 → ζ(G). Let Z1 ⊆ Z
ℓ1 × Γ1 be any centered rectangle with φ1(Z1) ⊇ K and
each Li(Z1) > 0. Set ℓ = ℓ0 + ℓ1. Then ℓ is the Hirsch length of G. Set Z = Z0 × Z1, set
Γ = Γ0 × Γ1, and define φ : dom(φ
′
0)× λ · Z1 → G by
φ(u¯, v¯) = φ′0(u¯) · φ1(v¯)
for u¯ ∈ dom(φ′0) and v¯ ∈ λ · Z1. Clearly φ(0¯) = 1G, F ⊆ φ
′
0(Z0)K ⊆ φ(Z), and dom(φ) is a
centered rectangle in Zℓ×Γ containing λ · Z. The injectivity of φ is readily verified since φ′0
is injective modulo ζ(G) and φ1 is an injective map into ζ(G). Most importantly, φ1 is the
restriction of a legitimate homomorphism, and since its image is central, it does not interfere
with the “almost-homomorphism” behavior of φ′0 described by the four implications above.
Therefore Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ, 1) is a chart for G. 
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The construction of charts with H 6= 1 is done in a similar fashion. Admittedly, working
with subgroups of G is a bit cumbersome notationally. As motivation, we point out that
charts will “absorb” stabilizers appearing in non-free actions and therefore, through the eyes
of an appropriate family of charts, every action is in some sense free. Thus charts will allow
us to tackle both free and non-free actions of G on a nearly equal footing. We record this in
the following lemma whose proof is immediate. First it will help to introduce some notation
that will be used repeatedly throughout the rest of the paper. If G acts on X and H is a
finite collection of pairwise conjugate subgroups of G, write
XH := {x ∈ X : Stab(x) ∈ H}.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a countable group, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, and let
G act on the set X. Then for every r¯, s¯ ∈ dom(φ) and every x ∈ XH,
φ(r¯) · x = φ(s¯) · x =⇒ r¯ = s¯;
r¯ + s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯) · φ(s¯) · x = φ(r¯ + s¯+ z¯) · x;
r¯ − s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯) · φ(s¯)−1 · x = φ(r¯ − s¯+ z¯) · x;
−r¯ + s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(r¯)−1 · φ(s¯) · x = φ(−r¯ + s¯+ z¯) · x;
−s¯+ Z ⊆ dom(φ) =⇒ ∃z¯ ∈ Z φ(s¯)−1 · x = φ(−s¯+ z¯) · x.
We now end the section with the construction of general charts.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group, let S 6= ∅ be a finite collection
of pairwise conjugate subgroups of G, let F ⊆ G be finite, and let λ, η > 0. Then there is a
chart Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) for G such that ℓ is at most the Hirsch length of G, λ ·Z ⊆ dom(φ),
F ⊆ φ(Z)H for every H ∈ H, and
φ(u¯)Hφ(u¯)−1 ∈ H for every H ∈ S and u¯ ∈ η · Z.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that λ ≥ η ≥ 3. We will prove the claim
by induction on the nilpotency class of G. First suppose that G has nilpotency class 1. Then
G is abelian and S is a singleton, say S = {H}. We have that G/H is a finitely generated
abelian group and is thus isomorphic to an abelian group of the form Zℓ × Γ, where Γ is a
finite abelian group. Note that ℓ is at most the Hirsch length of G. Fix an isomorphism
ψ : Zℓ × Γ → G/H . Let Z ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle with F ·H ⊆ ψ(Z) and each
Li(Z) > 0. Set H = {H}. Define φ : λ ·Z → G so that φ(0¯) = 1G and for 0¯ 6= r¯ ∈ λ ·Z, φ(r¯)
is any element of G with φ(r¯)H = ψ(r¯). The desired properties are not difficult to verify,
and this completes the proof in this case.
Now suppose that G is of nilpotency class n and that the claim holds for all finitely
generated nilpotent groups of nilpotency class less than n. Set
S0 = {Hζ(G)/ζ(G) : H ∈ S}.
By induction, there is a chart Φ0 = (ℓ0, φ0,Z0,Γ0,H0) for G/ζ(G) having the desired
properties for S0, F · ζ(G), λ, and η. Set φ
′
0(0¯) = 1G and in general for 0¯ 6= r¯ ∈ dom(φ0) let
φ′0(r¯) ∈ G be any group element with φ
′
0(r¯)ζ(G) = φ0(r¯). Set
H = {gHg−1 : H ∈ S, g ∈ φ′0(η · Z0)}.
Observe that
{Hζ(G)/ζ(G) : H ∈ H} ⊆ H0.
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Since H is finite and dom(φ′0) is finite, there exists a finite set B ⊆ ζ(G) such that F ⊆
φ′0(Z0)BH for every H ∈ H and such that for all r¯, s¯ ∈ dom(φ
′
0) and H ∈ H,
r¯ + s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯) · φ
′
0(s¯) ∈ φ
′
0(r¯ + s¯+ Z0) ·B ·H ;
r¯ − s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯) · φ
′
0(s¯)
−1 ∈ φ′0(r¯ − s¯+ Z0) · B ·H ;
−r¯ + s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(r¯)
−1 · φ′0(s¯) ∈ φ
′
0(−r¯ + s¯+ Z0) ·B ·H ;
−s¯+ Z0 ⊆ dom(φ
′
0) =⇒ φ
′
0(s¯)
−1 ∈ φ′0(−s¯+ Z0) · B ·H.
(It may help the reader to note that all four implications hold modulo ζ(G)).
Pick any H ∈ H and set S1 = {H ∩ζ(G)}, noting that for any g ∈ G and H ≤ G we have
gHg−1 ∩ ζ(G) = H ∩ ζ(G). Since ζ(G) is finitely generated and abelian, it follows from the
base case of the induction that there is a chart Φ1 = (ℓ1, φ1,Z1,Γ1,H1) for ζ(G) having the
desired properties for S1, B, λ, and η. Set ℓ = ℓ0 + ℓ1, Γ = Γ0 × Γ1, Z = Z0 × Z1, and
define
φ(r¯0, r¯1) = φ
′
0(r¯0) · φ1(r¯1)
for (r¯0, r¯1) ∈ dom(φ) = dom(φ
′
0) × dom(φ1) ⊆ Z
ℓ × Γ. It only remains to check that
Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) has the desired properties. From the induction it is easy to see that
ℓ is at most the Hirsch length of G and that λ · Z ⊆ dom(φ). From the definition of B
and the fact that B ⊆ φ1(Z1) we see that F ⊆ φ(Z)H for every H ∈ H. The definition
of H and the fact that the image of φ1 is central imply that φ(u¯)Hφ(u¯)
−1 ∈ H for every
H ∈ S and u¯ ∈ η · Z. The four “almost homomorphism” properties of φ hold again
due to the definition of B, the fact that B ⊆ φ1(Z1), and the fact that the image of
φ1 is central. Finally, let r¯0, s¯0 ∈ dom(φ
′
0), r¯1, s¯1 ∈ dom(φ1), and H ∈ H be such that
φ(r¯0, r¯1) ·H = φ(s¯0, s¯1) ·H . Then φ0(r¯0) ·Hζ(G)/ζ(G) = φ0(s¯0) ·Hζ(G)/ζ(G) and hence
r¯0 = s¯0. Therefore φ1(r¯1) ·H = φ1(s¯1) ·H and hence φ1(s¯1)
−1φ1(r¯1) lies in H ∩ ζ(G) ∈ S1.
So φ1(r¯1) · (H ∩ ζ(G)) = φ1(s¯1) · (H ∩ ζ(G)) and thus r¯1 = s¯1. 
The above two lemmas show that we can arrange for the domain of φ to be as large
as desired relative to Z. In our arguments we will never require the domain of φ to be
small, so the domain of φ is not a significant concern. We will state precise requirements
on the domain of φ which are sufficient, but we generally refrain from explicitly checking
that these requirements are indeed sufficient, since checking this at every step would make
our arguments quite tedious to read. Nevertheless, we will at a few times comment on the
sufficiency of the domain when the method of verification is not straightforward.
5. Rough rectangles
The main purpose of charts, and the motivation behind their definition, is that they
enable us to see rough rectangles in spaces on which G acts. This idea is stated precisely in
the following definition. Recall that XH = {x ∈ X : Stab(x) ∈ H}.
Definition 5.1. Let G act on the set X , let A ⊆ Zℓ×Γ be a rectangle, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H)
be a chart for G with 2 · A ⊆ dom(φ), and let x ∈ XH and 0 < ǫ < 1. A set R ⊆ X is
(Φ, ǫ)-roughly A at x if 2 · Z ⊑ ǫ · A and
φ
(
(1− ǫ) ·A
)
· x ⊆ R ⊆ φ
(
(1 + ǫ) · A
)
· x.
When the above conditions are satisfied we call x a (Φ, A, ǫ)-base for R. When we wish not
to emphasize x we simply say that R is (Φ, ǫ)-roughly A.
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It seems likely that if G is nilpotent and not virtually abelian, then there are no “rough-
cubes” in spaces on which G acts freely. This may be surprising at first given Lemma
4.4. The obstruction is that although λ · Z ⊆ dom(φ), the maximum ratio Li(Z)/Lj(Z)
(1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ ℓ) will generally be greater than λ if one follows the construction appearing in
the proof of Lemma 4.4.
Notice that the requirement 2 · Z ⊑ ǫ ·A implies λ · Z ⊑ λǫ ·A for all λ > 0 by clause (iv)
of Lemma 4.1. We will use this fact freely without explicit mention of Lemma 4.1. Notice
also that x need not belong to the set R ⊆ X for R to be (Φ, ǫ)-roughly A at x. Intuitively
the intended description here is that from the vantage point of x and through the chart Φ,
R is approximately a rectangle.
The definition of chart says that the map φ behaves almost like a homomorphism from
its domain in Zℓ × Γ into a coset space of G. With this mindset, intuitively one should
believe that if R is a (Φ, ǫ)-rough rectangle at x and y ∈ XH is nearby, then R should still
be roughly rectangular at y. The following lemma confirms this fact.
Lemma 5.2. Let G act on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let R ⊆ X
be (Φ, ǫ)-roughly A at x ∈ XH with ǫ < 12 , and let M be a positive integer satisfying
(M + 2) ·A+ 4 · Z ⊆ dom(φ). Let y ∈ XH.
(i) If y = φ(u¯) · x and u¯ ∈M · A, then R is (Φ, 2ǫ)-roughly A− u¯ at y.
(ii) If x = φ(v¯) · y and −v¯ ∈M · A, then R is (Φ, 2ǫ)-roughly A+ v¯ at y.
Proof. In case (ii) we have by the definition of chart that y = φ(v¯)−1 · x ∈ φ(−v¯ + Z) · x
since −v¯+Z ⊆ dom(φ). So there is u¯ ∈ −v¯+Z ⊆M ·A+Z with y = φ(u¯) ·x. So in either
case (i) or case (ii) there is u¯ ∈M ·A+Z with y = φ(u¯) · x. In either case fix such a u¯, and
let z¯ ∈ Z be arbitrary. From the definition of chart we obtain
(1)
φ
(
(1 − 2ǫ) · A− u¯+ z¯
)
φ
(
u¯
)
· x ⊆ φ
(
(1− 2ǫ) · A− u¯+ u¯+ z¯ + Z
)
· x
⊆ φ
(
(1− ǫ) ·A
)
· x
and
(2)
φ
(
(1 + ǫ) · A
)
φ
(
u¯
)−1
· y ⊆ φ
(
(1 + ǫ) · A+ z¯ + Z
)
φ
(
u¯
)−1
· y
⊆ φ
(
(1 + ǫ) · A− u¯+ z¯ + 2 · Z
)
· y
⊆ φ
(
(1 + 2ǫ) ·A− u¯+ z¯
)
· y.
In appealing to the definition of chart, for the first inclusion in (1) we need that u¯ ∈ dom(φ),
(1−2ǫ)·A−u¯+ z¯ ⊆ dom(φ), and (1−2ǫ)·A+ z¯+Z ⊆ dom(φ), and for the second inclusion in
(2) we need that u¯ ∈ dom(φ), (1+ǫ)·A+z¯+Z ⊆ dom(φ), and (1+ǫ)·A−u¯+z¯+2·Z ⊆ dom(φ).
Examining the last of these six conditions more closely, we see that
(1 + ǫ) ·A− u¯+ z¯ + 2 · Z ⊆ 2 ·A−M · A+ 4 · Z ⊆ (M + 2) · C + 4 · Z,
where C is the centered translate of A. By definition dom(φ) is a centered rectangle, so
(M + 2) ·A+4 · Z ⊆ dom(φ) implies (M +2) ·C + 4 · Z ⊆ dom(φ). Given this observation,
one easily checks that each of the six conditions above is implied by the condition (M +2) ·
A + 4 · Z ⊆ dom(φ), and this explains the hypothesis on dom(φ) in the statement of the
lemma.
Now, from (1) we obtain
φ
(
(1− 2ǫ) · A− u¯+ z¯
)
· y ⊆ φ
(
(1− ǫ) ·A
)
· x ⊆ R,
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and from (2) we obtain
R ⊆ φ
(
(1 + ǫ) · A
)
· x ⊆ φ
(
(1 + 2ǫ) · A− u¯+ z¯
)
· y.
Claim (i) then follows from using z¯ = 0¯ and (ii) follows from using z¯ = u¯ + v¯ (the second
sentence of this proof shows that indeed u¯+ v¯ ∈ Z). 
Lemma 5.2 implies that under mild assumptions a base for a rough rectangle R can be
translated to a base lying “near the center” of R at the expense of just a small error. More
precisely, suppose the set R ⊆ XH is (Φ, ǫ)-roughly A at x ∈ XH where 3·A+4·Z ⊆ dom(φ)
and ǫ < 12 . Let c¯ be the center of A and C the centered translate of A, so that A = c¯ + C
and in particular c¯ ∈ A. Then by Lemma 5.2, R is (Φ, 2ǫ)-roughly C at φ(c¯) ·x where φ(c¯) ·x
belongs to R.
Equivalence relations in which every class meeting XH is roughly rectangular will play
an important role in our arguments. These equivalence relations will have classes which
are uniformly large rectangles (but also uniformly small relative to the domain of φ) with
uniformly small error. This is captured in the following definition.
Definition 5.3. Let G act on the set X , let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let
0 < ǫ < 1, and let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle. An equivalence relation E on X is
(Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular if every class of E not meeting XH is a singleton and for every class U
of E meeting XH there is δ > 0 and a rectangle B ⊆ Zℓ × Γ such that U is (Φ, δ)-roughly
B where
(i) A ⊑ B (uniformly large rectangles);
(ii) 222ℓ ·B ⊆ dom(φ) (uniformly small rectangles relative to dom(φ));
(iii) 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ · A and hence δ ≤ ǫ/2 (uniformly small error).
We say E is (Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-rectangular if E contains a (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular sub-equivalence
relation.
We note that in the definition above we require 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ ·A so that we may easily apply
clause (iv) of Lemma 4.1. In the context of (sub-)rectangular equivalence relations we will
use clause (iv) of Lemma 4.1 with high frequency and will therefore refrain from explicitly
citing it. Notice that the existence of a (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular equivalence relation has strong
implications for A, ǫ, and φ. Specifically it implies that 2 · Z ⊆ ǫ ·A and 222ℓ ·A ⊆ dom(φ)
(since A is centered). Furthermore, we emphasize that if E is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular and U is
an E-class meeting XH, then we can take U to be (Φ, δ)-roughly B with δ ≤ ǫ/2 < 12 . We
shall make frequent use of this bound on δ without explicit mention.
One may notice that in the definition above, there is no requirement on where the
(Φ, B, δ)-base for U is (although by definition it must lie in XH). This poses no diffi-
culties as the lemma below shows that if E is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular and x ∈ XH is near
enough some E-class U that is (Φ, δ)-roughly B, then we can find v¯ ∈ dom(φ) such that
φ(v¯) · x is a (Φ, B, δ)-base for U . Moreover U will be (Φ, 2δ)-roughly B + v¯ at x.
Lemma 5.4. Let G act on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let 0 < ǫ < 1,
let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle, and let E be a (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular equivalence
relation on X. Let U be an E-class meeting XH, let y ∈ XH, and suppose that φ(M ·A) · y
meets U , where M ≤ 222ℓ−8. Then there is v¯ ∈ dom(φ), a rectangle B ⊆ Zℓ×Γ, and δ > 0
such that U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at φ(v¯)·y ∈ XH, A ⊑ B, 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ·A, and 222ℓ ·B ⊆ dom(φ).
Moreover U is (Φ, 2δ)-roughly B + v¯ at y.
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Proof. Since E is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular, there exist x ∈ XH, a rectangle B, and δ > 0 such
that U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at x, A ⊑ B, 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ ·A, and 222ℓ ·B ⊆ dom(φ). In particular
U ⊆ φ((1 + δ) · B) · x and therefore
φ((1 + δ) ·B) · x
⋂
φ(M ·A) · y 6= ∅.
So there exist r¯ ∈ (1 + δ) · B and s¯ ∈ M · A with x = φ(r¯)−1φ(s¯) · y. Since A is centered
and A ⊑ B, clause (v) of Lemma 4.1 gives
−r¯ + s¯+ Z ⊆ M ·A− (1 + δ) ·B + Z ⊆ M ·A− 2 ·B ⊆ −(M + 2) ·B.
Now M + 2 < 222ℓ and dom(φ) is a centered rectangle, so 222ℓ · B ⊆ dom(φ) implies
−(M + 2) ·B ⊆ dom(φ). Thus by the definition of chart we can find v¯ ∈M ·A− 2 ·B with
φ(v¯) · y = φ(r¯)−1φ(s¯) · y. Thus x = φ(v¯) · y. We have −v¯ ∈ (M + 2) ·B and
((M + 2) + 2) · B + 4 · Z ⊆ (M + 8) · B ⊆ 222ℓ · B ⊆ dom(φ)
and also δ ≤ ǫ/2 < 1/2, so by clause (ii) of Lemma 5.2 we conclude that U is (Φ, 2δ)-roughly
B + v¯ at y. 
6. Facial boundaries
When working with a rectangular equivalence relation E, we want an unambiguous way
of defining the “facial boundaries” of E. Such a definition must be somewhat delicate in
order to overcome the rough nature of our rectangles. Furthermore, we want a definition
that does not rely on picking, for each class U of E meeting XH, a B, δ, and x such that
U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at x. This is achieved in the definition below. Recall that if E is an
equivalence relation on X and Y ⊆ X then we write [Y ]E for the set of all x ∈ X which
are E-equivalent to some y ∈ Y . Also recall that for a rectangle A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ, the sets
Ai − Li(A) · e¯i and A
i + Li(A) · e¯i are the two faces of A which are perpendicular to the
coordinate vector e¯i.
Definition 6.1. Let G act on the set X , let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, and let
E be an equivalence relation on X . For a centered rectangle A ⊆ dom(φ) ⊆ Zℓ × Γ and
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ we define the (Φ, i, A)-boundary of E, denoted ∂Φi (E,A), to be the set of x ∈ X
H
such that [
φ
(
Ai − Li(A) · e¯i
)
· x
]
E
⋂ [
φ
(
Ai + Li(A) · e¯i
)
· x
]
E
= ∅.
Notice that ∂Φi (E,A) ⊆ X
H and also that ∂Φi (E,A) ⊆ ∂
Φ
i (F,A) whenever F ⊆ E is a
sub-equivalence relation of E. In the next lemma we show that boundaries behave well with
respect to the property of G-clopenness discussed in Section 3.
Lemma 6.2. Let G act continuously on the Polish space X, let Φ = (φ, ℓ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart
for G, and let E be an equivalence relation on X. If XH is clopen and E is G-clopen then
∂Φi (E,A) is clopen for every centered rectangle A ⊆ (Z
ℓ ×Γ)∩ dom(φ) and every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Proof. Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Set a¯ = L(A) and for g ∈ G set Eg = {x ∈ X : x E g · x}. We
have that x ∈ ∂Φi (E,A) if and only if x ∈ X
H and φ(aie¯i + u¯) · x and φ(−aie¯i + v¯) · x are
E-inequivalent for every u¯, v¯ ∈ Ai. Rewriting this, x ∈ ∂Φi (E,A) if and only if
x ∈ XH \ φ(aie¯i + u¯)
−1 · Eφ(−aie¯i+v¯)φ(aie¯i+u¯)−1
for every u¯, v¯ ∈ Ai. The above set is clopen and Ai is finite, so the claim follows. 
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Intuitively, when the classes of E are roughly rectangular the set ∂Φi (E,A) should be the
union of the “faces” of E that are perpendicular to e¯i. The following two lemmas confirm
this intuition by showing that boundaries are located close to where one would expect.
Lemma 6.3. Let G act on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let ǫ > 0, let
q satisfy 6ǫ < q < 1 − ǫ, and let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle. Let E be a (Φ, A, ǫ)-
rectangular equivalence relation on X and suppose the class U of E is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at
x ∈ XH where A ⊑ B, 222ℓ · B ⊆ dom(φ), and 2δ · B ⊑ ǫ · A. If b¯ = L(B) then for each
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
∂Φi (E, q ·A) ∩ U ⊆ φ
(
−bi · e¯i +B
i + 2q ·A
)
· x ∪ φ
(
bi · e¯i +B
i + 2q · A
)
· x.
Proof. We remind the reader that 2δ ≤ ǫ (see the paragraph following Definition 5.3). Fix
y ∈ ∂Φi (E, q · A) ∩ U ⊆ X
H. As U ⊆ φ((1 + δ) · B) · x, we may pick t¯ ∈ (1 + δ) · B with
y = φ(t¯) · x. Since 6δ · B ⊑ 6ǫ · A ⊑ q · A and q · A is centered, clause (vi) of Lemma 4.1
implies
(1 + δ) · B ⊆ (1− 2δ) · B + q · A.
Therefore t¯+q ·A must meet (1−2δ) ·B. In particular, since q ·A ⊑ (1−2δ) ·A ⊑ (1−2δ) ·B
there must be a corner vertex of q ·A, call it c¯, such that t¯+ c¯ ∈ (1−2δ) ·B. Let a¯ = L(q ·A)
and choose j = ±1 so that c¯ ∈ q · Ai + j · ai · e¯i. By Lemma 5.2 we have that U is (Φ, 2δ)-
roughly B − t¯ at y ∈ ∂Φi (E, q · A) ⊆ X
H. So φ(c¯) · y ∈ φ((1 − 2δ) · B − t¯) · y ⊆ U . As
y ∈ ∂Φi (E, q · A) and φ(c¯) · y ∈ U we must have
φ
(
c¯− 2j · ai · e¯i
)
· y 6∈ U.
Thus t¯+ c¯ ∈ (1− 2δ) ·B, but if we translate t¯+ c¯ by −2j · ai · e¯i we see that
t¯+ c¯− 2j · ai · e¯i 6∈ (1 − 2δ) ·B.
Translating t¯+ c¯ even farther, we claim that t¯+ c¯− 3j · ai · e¯i is not even in B. For this it
suffices to show that
bi − ⌊(1− 2δ)bi⌋ ≤ ai.
Using 2 · Z ⊑ δ ·B and 6δ ·B ⊑ q · A we see that indeed
bi − ⌊(1− 2δ)bi⌋ = ⌈2δbi⌉ ≤ ⌊3δbi⌋ < ⌊6δbi⌋ ≤ ai.
Therefore t¯ + c¯ ∈ B and t¯ + (c¯ − 3j · ai · e¯i) 6∈ B, where c¯ − 3j · ai · e¯i ∈ 2q · A. Hence
t¯ + 2q · A meets both B and its complement. More specifically, since the points t¯ + c¯ and
t¯+ c¯−3j ·ai · e¯i differ only in their ith coordinate, t¯+2q ·A meets (−bi · e¯i+B
i)∪(bi · e¯i+B
i).
It now follows from A being centered that
t¯ ∈ (−bi · e¯i +B
i + 2q ·A) ∪ (bi · e¯i +B
i + 2q ·A).
This completes the proof since y = φ(t¯) · x. 
Below is the second lemma showing that boundaries occur near where one would expect.
The reader may notice in this lemma that one minor shortcoming of our notion of boundary
is that it only detects the highest dimensional boundaries of rough rectangles, failing in
general to detect lower dimensional boundaries like corners or edges. For the most part,
ignoring lower dimensional boundaries simplifies our arguments; however, it does make
proving the lemma below more difficult.
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Lemma 6.4. Let G act on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let ǫ > 0,
let q satisfy 12ǫ < q < 1/(24ℓ), and let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle. Suppose E is a
(Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-rectangular equivalence relation on X. If x ∈ XH satisfies φ(15ℓq ·A) ·x ⊆ XH
and φ(3 · Z) · x 6⊆ [x]E, then there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ with x ∈ φ(30ℓ · (q · A)) · ∂
Φ
i (E, q · A).
Proof. We remark that we use 30ℓ ·(q ·A) instead of 30ℓq ·A for a minor technical reason that
will be made clear in Section 7 (see for example Definition 7.1). In fact we will show that
there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ with x ∈ φ(15ℓq ·A) ·∂Φi (E, q ·A). This suffices since 15ℓq ·A ⊆ 30ℓ · (q ·A)
by the following computation. Set a¯ = L(A). As Rec(1¯) ⊑ Z ⊑ ǫ ·A ⊑ q ·A, we have that
⌊15ℓqai⌋ ≤ 15ℓ⌊qai⌋+ 15ℓ ≤ 15ℓ⌊qai⌋+ 15ℓ⌊qai⌋ = 30ℓ⌊qai⌋.
Assume that φ(15ℓq·A)·x ⊆ XH and that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, x 6∈ φ(15ℓq·A)·∂Φi (E, q·A).
It suffices to show that φ(3 · Z) · x ⊆ [x]E . Let F be a (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular sub-equivalence
relation of E, and let V be an F -class with V ∩ φ(3 · Z) · x 6= ∅. It will suffice to show
that V ⊆ [x]E . We have that V meets X
H. So using Lemma 5.4, fix t¯, B, and δ such that
V is (Φ, 2δ)-roughly B + t¯ at x, where A ⊑ B, 2δ · B ⊑ ǫ · A, and 222ℓ · B ⊆ dom(φ). Let
v¯ ∈ Zℓ × {1Γ} be the vector with smallest coordinates, in absolute value, satisfying
v¯ + 6ℓq · A ⊆ (1− 2δ) ·B + t¯.
Such a v¯ exists since
6ℓq · A ⊑ (1/2) ·A ⊑ (1− 2δ) · A ⊑ (1− 2δ) ·B.
Notice that since φ(3 · Z) · x meets V and 3 · Z ⊆ 3ǫ · A ⊆ q · A, we have that q · A meets
(1+ 2δ) ·B+ t¯. As 8δ ·B ⊑ 8ǫ ·A ⊑ q ·A, it therefore follows from Lemma 4.2(i) that 2q ·A
meets (1− 2δ) · B + t¯. Hence we see that v¯ ∈ (6ℓ+ 2)q · A.
The idea now is to travel from x = φ(0¯) ·x to a point y = φ(w¯) ·x in φ(v¯+6ℓq ·A) ·x ⊆ V
without leaving the E-class of x. We do this in ℓ-stages. In each stage we change (primarily)
a single coordinate 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. In changing a single coordinate, we want to pass through
q · A-facial boundaries of F whenever we change F -classes. Since x is not near any facial
boundaries of E, this will imply that the two F -classes we pass between are contained in
the same E-class. In order to pass through the facial boundaries of F we are required to
slightly perturb all other coordinates by at most 6qai. The vector v¯ was chosen so that after
accounting for the cumulative effect of these perturbations from all ℓ stages we will still end
up with a vector w¯ in (1− 2δ) ·B + t¯ and thus φ(w¯) · x ∈ V . The construction is completed
inductively. For 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ consider the following property P (j): there is w¯ ∈ Zℓ × Γ with
(i) −6jqai ≤ wi − vi ≤ 6jqai for 1 ≤ i ≤ j;
(ii) −6jqai ≤ wi − 0 ≤ 6jqai for j < i ≤ ℓ;
(iii) φ(w¯) · x E x.
By using w¯ = 0¯ we readily see that P (0) is true. We will prove by induction that P (j) is
true for all 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. Then the vector w¯ witnessing the truth of P (ℓ) will have the property
that
w¯ ∈ v¯ + 6ℓq · A ⊆ (1− 2δ) ·B + t¯
(by clause (i)) and thus φ(w¯) · x ∈ V but also φ(w¯) · x E x (by clause (iii)), thus proving
that V ⊆ [x]E .
Assume P (j−1) is true, and let w¯ witness the truth of P (j−1). We will find w¯′ satisfying
P (j). We first make a small adjustment to w¯. Let W be the F -class containing φ(w¯) · x.
Note that by clauses (i) and (ii) of P (j − 1) we have w¯ ∈ (12ℓ + 2)q · A ⊆ 15ℓq · A. Thus
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φ(w¯) · x ∈ XH and so W meets XH. Using Lemma 5.4, say that W is (Φ, 2η)-roughly C at
x, where A ⊑ C and 2η · C ⊑ ǫ · A. So we have w¯ ∈ (1 + 2η) · C ⊆ (1 + 3η) · C. Since
12η · C ⊑ 12ǫ ·A ⊑ q · A
and 3q ·A ⊑ (1/2) · A ⊑ (1− 3η) ·A ⊑ (1− 3η) · C
we may apply Lemma 4.2(ii) to obtain s¯ ∈ 4q · A ∩ (Zℓ × {1Γ}) such that
w¯ + s¯+ 3q · A ⊆ (1− 3η) · C.
Fix such an s¯. This is our first small adjustment to w¯. Next we make a substantial change
to the jth-coordinate in order to achieve clause (i). Specifically, let
d = vj − wj − sj ∈ Z.
By clause (ii) of P (j− 1) and the bound on the size of v¯ observed in the first paragraph, we
have
|d| ≤ (6ℓ+ 2 + 6(j − 1) + 4)qaj ≤ 12ℓqaj ≤
1
2aj .
Finally, we make one more small adjustment. Let W ′ be the F -class containing φ(w¯ + s¯+
d · e¯j) ·x. We again observe that w¯+ s¯+ d · e¯j satisfies clauses (i) and (ii) of P (j) and hence
φ(w¯ + s¯+ de¯j) · x ∈ φ(15ℓq ·A) · x ⊆ X
H.
Again using Lemma 5.4, say thatW ′ is (Φ, 2η′)-roughly C′ at x, where A ⊑ C′ and 2η′ ·C′ ⊑
ǫ · A. As before, since 12η′ · C′ ⊑ q · A and q · A ⊑ (1 − 3η′) · C′, by Lemma 4.2(ii) we can
find s¯′ ∈ 2q ·A ∩ (Zℓ × {1Γ}) satisfying
w¯ + s¯+ d · e¯j + s¯
′ + q · A ⊆ (1− 3η′) · C′.
We set w¯′ = w¯ + s¯ + de¯j + s¯
′. Clauses (i) and (ii) of P (j) are immediately satisfied for
coordinates i 6= j since s¯ + s¯′ ∈ 6q · A. For the jth coordinate the definition of d gives
wj + sj + d+ s
′
j = vj + s
′
j . Since s¯
′ ∈ 2q · A, we see that clauses (i) and (ii) of P (j) hold.
We verify clause (iii) of P (j) in the next paragraph.
Set r¯ = w¯ + s¯+ s¯′ and r¯′ = r¯ + de¯j = w¯
′. Our construction guarantees that φ(r¯) · x is E
(in fact F ) equivalent to φ(w¯) · x, and φ(r¯′) · x is E-equivalent (in fact equal) to φ(w¯′) · x.
By assumption we have φ(w¯) · x E x. So it suffices to prove that φ(r¯) · x and φ(r¯′) · x are
E-equivalent. Notice that by clauses (i) and (ii) of P (j) and P (j − 1) we have
r¯, r¯′ ∈ (12ℓ+ 2)q · A.
So if u¯ lies on the direct path between r¯ and r¯′ then u¯ is contained in the rectangle (12ℓ+2)q·A
by convexity and we have
x = φ(u¯)−1φ(u¯) · x ∈ φ((12ℓ+ 2)q · A+ Z) · φ(u¯) · x ⊆ φ(15ℓq · A) · φ(u¯) · x.
Our assumptions then imply that φ(u¯) ·x ∈ XH\∂Φj (E, q ·A). We must make use of this fact
carefully. A key observation is that r¯+ q ·A and r¯′ + q ·A are contained in (1− 3η) ·C and
(1 − 3η′) · C′ respectively, and r¯ and r¯′ differ only in the jth coordinate and the difference
is small compared to the scale of F -classes (the difference is at most 12aj by an earlier
computation, and the classes of F are rough rectangles containing A). This implies that the
direct path from r¯ to r¯′ is contained in (1 + 2η) ·C ∪ (1 + 2η′) ·C′. To see this in detail, let
u¯ be any point on the direct path between r¯ and r¯′, let U be the F -class containing φ(u¯) ·x,
and say U is (Φ, 2θ)-roughly D at x, where A ⊑ D and 2θ ·D ⊑ ǫ ·A. Then u¯ ∈ (1+2θ) ·D,
and (again by Lemma 4.2(ii)) this implies that there is s¯′′ ∈ q ·A with u¯+ s¯′′ ∈ (1− 2θ) ·D.
Then we have
r¯ + s¯′′ ∈ (1− 2η) · C;
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u¯+ s¯′′ ∈ (1− 2θ) ·D;
r¯′ + s¯′′ ∈ (1− 2η′) · C′.
As r¯ and r¯′ are close to one another and u¯ is in between them, we must have that (1−2θ) ·D
meets either (1−2η) ·C or (1−2η′) ·C′. So U is equal to either W orW ′, and hence u¯ lies in
(1+2η)·C or (1+2η′)·C′. So the direct path from r¯ to r¯′ is contained in (1+2η)·C∪(1+2η′)·C.
Now if the F -classes W and W ′ are equal then we are done, and if they are unequal then
(1− 2η) ·C and (1− 2η′) ·C′ are disjoint. In this case let u¯ be on the direct path between r¯
and r¯′ and lie in both (1+3η) ·C and (1+3η′) ·C′. Then of the two vectors u¯±⌊qaj⌋e¯j , one
is contained in (1−3η) ·C and the other is contained in (1−3η′) ·C′ (this follows from clause
(vi) of Lemma 4.1 since translates of 12η · C and 12η′ · C′ are contained in 12ǫ ·A ⊆ q ·A).
The q · A neighborhoods of r¯ and r¯′ are contained in (1 − 3η) · C and (1 − 3η′) · C′, so it
follows that of the two sets u¯+ ⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j and u¯− ⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j , one is contained in
(1− 3η) ·C and the other is contained in (1− 3η′) ·C′. Now φ(u¯) · x 6∈ ∂Φj (E, q ·A) so there
are p¯, p¯′ ∈ q · Aj with
φ(−⌊qaj⌋e¯j + p¯) · φ(u¯) · x E φ(⌊qaj⌋e¯j + p¯
′) · φ(u¯) · x.
However
φ(−⌊qaj⌋e¯j + p¯) · φ(u¯) · x ∈ φ(u¯− ⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j + Z) · x,
φ(⌊qaj⌋e¯j + p¯
′) · φ(u¯) · x ∈ φ(u¯ + ⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j + Z) · x,
and of the two sets u¯−⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j +Z and u¯+ ⌊qaj⌋e¯j + q ·A
j +Z, one is contained in
(1− 2η) ·C and the other is contained in (1− 2η′) ·C′. Since W and W ′ are (Φ, 2η)-roughly
C and (Φ, 2η′)-roughly C′ at x, respectively, it follows that there is a point in W which
is E-equivalent to a point in W ′. Thus W and W ′ are contained in the same E-class and
φ(r¯) · x E φ(r¯′) · x. 
To conclude this section we present a technical counting lemma that will play a critical
role in the next section. We remark that polynomial growth has been an important property
in all previous results on the hyperfiniteness of orbit equivalence relations. This continues
to be the case in the present paper, as can be seen in the lemma below where the bound
on t is independent of A. For the proof of this lemma it will be helpful to note that for a
rectangle A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ,
|A| = |Γ| ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(
2Li(A) + 1
)
.
Lemma 6.5. Let G act on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let 0 < ǫ <
1/16, let q satisfy 6ǫ < q < 1/2, and let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle. Suppose E
is a (Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-rectangular equivalence relation on X. Let x ∈ XH and let 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. If
y1, y2, . . . , yt ∈ ∂i(E, q · A) ∩ φ(2
17ℓ · A) · x satisfy
φ
(
219ℓ ·Ai + 5q ·A
)
· yr ∩ φ
(
219ℓ · Ai + 5q · A
)
· ys = ∅
for all r 6= s, then t ≤ 222ℓ
2
.
Proof. We remark that 222ℓ · A ⊆ dom(φ) by Definition 5.3. Let y1, y2, . . . , yt ∈ ∂i(E, q ·
A)∩φ(217ℓ ·A) ·x be as in the statement of the lemma, and let F be a (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular
sub-equivalence relation of E. We claim that each class of F can contain at most two
members of y1, y2, . . . , yt and that furthermore any class of F meeting {y1, . . . , yt} must
meet φ((217ℓ + 2) ·A) · x with cardinality at least |(1/4) ·A|. Assuming this claim, we have
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that t is at most twice the number of F -classes meeting {ys : 1 ≤ s ≤ t}, and the number
of such F classes is at most∣∣(217ℓ + 2) ·A∣∣∣∣1
4 ·A
∣∣ =
ℓ∏
j=1
2(217ℓ + 2)Lj(A) + 1
2⌊ 14Lj(A)⌋+ 1
≤
ℓ∏
j=1
2(217ℓ + 3)Lj(A)
1
4Lj(A)
= 8ℓ(217ℓ + 3)ℓ ≤ 8ℓ(2 · 217ℓ)ℓ
= 16ℓ · 217ℓ
2
≤ 221ℓ
2
.
Thus assuming the claim we have t ≤ 2 · 221ℓ
2
≤ 222ℓ
2
, so it suffices to prove the claim.
Let U be an F -class meeting {ys : 1 ≤ s ≤ t}. Then U must also meet both X
H and
φ(217ℓ ·A) ·x. So U must be (Φ, δ)-roughly B for some rectangle B and δ > 0, which we fix,
satisfying A ⊑ B, 2δ · B ⊑ ǫ · A, and 222ℓ · B ⊆ dom(φ). Using Lemma 5.4, fix u¯ ∈ dom(φ)
such that U is (Φ, 2δ)-roughly B + u¯ at x. Then (1 + 2δ) · B + u¯ meets 217ℓ · A, so clause
(i) of Lemma 4.2 implies that (1− 2δ) ·B + u¯ meets (217ℓ + 8ǫ) ·A ⊆ (217ℓ +1/2) ·A. Since
(1/4) ·A ⊑ (1− 2δ) ·A ⊑ (1− 2δ) ·B, we can find w¯ with
w¯ + (1/4) · A ⊆
(
(1− 2δ) · B + u¯
)
∩
(
(217ℓ + 2) ·A
)
.
Then φ(w¯ + (1/4) · A) · x is contained in both U and φ((217ℓ + 2) · A) · x and therefore
|U ∩ φ((217ℓ + 2) · A)| ≥ |(1/4) ·A|.
Now towards a contradiction suppose U contains three elements of {ys : 1 ≤ s ≤ t}.
With u¯ as above, set z = φ(u¯) · x and let b¯ = L(B). Note that U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at
z ∈ XH by Lemma 5.4. Since ∂Φi (E, q · A) ⊆ ∂
Φ
i (F, q · A), by Lemma 6.3 there must be
j = ±1 and r 6= s with
yr, ys ∈ φ
(
j · bi · e¯i +B
i + 2q ·A
)
· z.
Therefore
yr ∈ φ(B
i −Bi + 4q ·A+ Z) · ys ⊆ φ(B
i −Bi + 5q ·A) · ys
(we do not write 2 · Bi because B may not be centered; however, note that Bi − Bi is
centered). On the other hand, yr, ys ∈ φ(2
17ℓ · A) · x and thus yr ∈ φ((2 · 2
17ℓ + ǫ) ·A) · ys.
Since ys ∈ ∂
Φ
i (E, q · A) ⊆ X
H, the map v¯ 7→ φ(v¯) · ys is injective, so we obtain
φ(0¯) · yr = yr ∈ φ
(
(Bi −Bi + 5q · A) ∩ (2 · 217ℓ + ǫ) ·A
)
· ys ⊆ φ
(
219ℓ ·Ai + 5q ·A
)
· ys.
This is a contradiction since A is centered and hence 0¯ ∈ 219ℓ · Ai + 5q · A. 
7. Orthogonal equivalence relations
Pairs of orthogonal equivalence relations were first introduced by Gao and Jackson in
[GJ]. This notion is of great importance in the study of hyperfiniteness of orbit equivalence
relations and is the key ingredient in both the present paper and [GJ]. The precise definition
of orthogonality will necessarily vary from application to application (in particular our
definition is not identical to that in [GJ]) but the fundamental concept remains the same:
under a suitable notion of boundary types, we require boundaries of the same type occurring
in two equivalence relations to be separated by a sufficient distance. In our setting this
concept takes the following precise form.
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Definition 7.1. Let G act on the set X , let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, and let
A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle with 30ℓ · A ⊆ dom(φ). Two equivalence relations E
and F on X are (Φ, A)-orthogonal if
φ(30ℓ ·A) · ∂i(E,A) ∩ φ(30ℓ · A) · ∂i(F,A) = ∅
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Note that if E and F are rectangular equivalence relations, then in general their bound-
aries must intersect; however, if additionally E and F are orthogonal, then only boundaries
of distinct types can meet each other, in which case these boundaries will be perpendicular
or orthogonal to each other. It is for this reason that Gao and Jackson call such pairs of
equivalence relations orthogonal.
Our next lemma illustrates how orthogonality can be used to obtain hyperfiniteness re-
sults, thus demonstrating one of the key ideas behind the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 7.2. Let G act freely on the set X, let Φ = (ℓ, φ,Z,Γ, 1) be a chart for G, let 0 <
ǫ < 1/4, let q satisfy 12ǫ < q < 1/(24ℓ), and let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be centered rectangle. Assume
that φ(Z) generates G. If E1, E2, . . . is an infinite sequence of (Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-rectangular
equivalence relations on X which are pairwise (Φ, q ·A)-orthogonal, then for every x, y ∈ X
we have
G · x = G · y =⇒ (∃m ∈ N) (∀n ≥ m) x En y.
Notice that if the En’s are finite and Borel, then the conclusion of the Lemma implies
that the G-orbit equivalence relation is hyperfinite.
Proof. Note that X1 = X since G acts freely. Since φ(Z) generates G, it suffices to prove
the claim when y ∈ φ(Z) · x. If n satisfies ¬x En y then by Lemma 6.4 we have
x ∈ φ
(
30ℓ · (q ·A)
)
· ∂Φi (En, q · A)
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Thus our orthogonality assumption implies that this can occur for at
most ℓ positive integers n. Therefore x En y for all but finitely many n ∈ N. 
The previous lemma motivates the construction of a countably infinite family of pair-
wise orthogonal sub-rectangular equivalence relations. This is one of the most important
constructions of the paper and is contained in the lemma below.
Lemma 7.3. Let G y X be a Borel action of G on the Polish space X. Let Φ =
(ℓ, φ,Z,Γ,H) be a chart for G, let A ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be a centered rectangle, and let ǫ, q ∈ R
and b ∈ N be positive numbers satisfying:
240ℓ · A ⊆ dom(φ);
2 · 362 · 214ℓ · Z ⊑ ǫ ·A;
8ǫ < q <
1
4
· 306−1ℓ−1b−12−22ℓ
2
.
Let E1, E2, . . . , Es be Borel equivalence relations on X. Suppose that each Ek is (Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-
rectangular, and that for every x ∈ XH there are at most b-many integers t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}
with φ(8 · 214ℓ ·A) · x 6⊆ [x]Et . Then there is a finite Borel (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular equivalence
relation F which is (Φ, q ·A)-orthogonal to each Et. Furthermore, if X is zero-dimensional,
G acts continuously and freely, H = 1, and each Et is G-clopen, then F can be chosen to
be G-clopen as well.
The proof of this lemma is long and technical, but we include plenty of discussion to aid
the reader through it.
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Proof. We assume that X is zero-dimensional, G acts continuously (but not necessarily
freely), XH is clopen, and each Ek is G-clopen. Our arguments easily transfer to the Borel
setting by ignoring these topological considerations. Note that if G acts freely and H = 1
then XH = X is indeed clopen. At one clearly identified paragraph in the proof we will
temporarily assume that G acts freely and H = 1 and show that F is G-clopen.
Our goal is to build a finite Borel equivalence relation F which is both (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular
and (Φ, q ·A)-orthogonal to E1, E2, . . . , Es. In order to build F , we will start with a collec-
tion of rough rectangles {Ry} which cover X
H. This cover will then generate an equivalence
relation E via taking intersections of the Ry’s and their complements. The equivalence
relation E will not be rectangular as its classes will be rough polygons (with faces perpen-
dicular to the coordinate axes e¯i) instead of rough rectangles. However E will in fact be a
sub-rectangular equivalence relation and we will proceed to divide E-classes just as much
as is necessary in order to obtain our rectangular sub-equivalence relation F .
The first step of the construction is to cover XH with a collection of rough rectangles.
We want the equivalence relation E generated from this cover to have classes that are of size
A or larger, when they meet XH. We therefore want our collection of rough rectangles to
cover XH but not be packed too densely or have parallel faces that are too close together.
We achieve this by using a marker set. Set p = 214ℓ. Let K be the symmetric closure of
φ((3p/4) · A). Note that K ∩ Stab(x) = {1G} for all x ∈ X
H and that K · x ⊆ φ((3p/4) ·
A + Z) · x ⊆ φ(p · A) · x for x ∈ XH. Therefore applying Lemma 3.1 with F = K gives a
clopen marker set Y ⊆ XH satisfying:
(∀x ∈ XH) (∃y ∈ Y ) x ∈ φ(p ·A) · y;
(∀y, y′ ∈ Y ) [ y ∈ φ((3p/4) ·A) · y′ =⇒ y = y′ ].
Our rough rectangles Ry will be indexed by the marker points y ∈ Y . In fact, we will
associate to each y ∈ Y a centered rectangle Dy ⊆ Z
ℓ × Γ and then set Ry = φ(Dy) · y.
Thus in order for the Ry’s to cover X
H we will require p ·A ⊆ Dy, and in order for the Ry’s
not to be packed too densely we will require Dy ⊆ 2p ·A (clause (i) below). In the end each
E-class meeting XH must roughly contain A and therefore we will require that parallel faces
of Ry and Ry′ be sufficiently far apart for y 6= y
′ (clause (ii) below). Finally, in order to
achieve orthogonality with E1, E2, . . . , Es we will require the faces of the Ry’s be sufficiently
far away from the corresponding q ·A-boundaries of E1, E2, . . . , Es (clause (iii) below). We
set a¯ = L(A). The specific conditions are as follows. To each y ∈ Y we wish to associate,
in a continuous fashion, a centered rectangle Dy with radius vector d¯(y) ∈ Z
ℓ × {1Γ} such
that for every y ∈ Y and 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
(i) p ·A ⊆ Dy ⊆ 2p · A;
(ii) if y′ ∈ Y and y′ = φ(u¯) · y with 0¯ 6= u¯ ∈ 13p ·A, then the four numbers ±di(y), ui ±
di(y
′) ∈ Z are at least 3ai apart from one another;
(iii) if 1 ≤ k ≤ s, z ∈ ∂Φi (Ek, q ·A), and z = φ(u¯) · y with u¯ ∈ 7p ·A, then ui and ±di(y)
are at least 64ℓq · ai apart from one another.
These conditions are in fact not very restrictive as the following claim points out.
Claim: Suppose that d¯ is defined on a subset of Y and satisfies clauses (i), (ii), and (iii).
Then for any y ∈ Y we can define d¯(y) so that clauses (i), (ii), and (iii) continue to hold.
Proof of Claim: Fix y ∈ Y and fix 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. We will pick di(y) ∈ [pai, 2pai] ∩ Z to satisfy
clauses (ii) and (iii). Notice that φ((p/4) · A)−1φ((p/4) · A) ⊆ φ((3p/4) · A) and therefore
the sets φ((p/4) ·A) · y′, y′ ∈ Y , are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore if y′ ∈ Y ∩ φ(13p ·A) · y
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then φ((p/4) · A) · y′ ⊆ φ(14p · A) · y. Therefore φ(13p · A) · y can meet at most N1 points
of Y , where
|14p · A|∣∣ 1
4p · A
∣∣ =
ℓ∏
j=1
2(14 · 214ℓ · Li(A)) + 1
2(214ℓ−2 · Li(A)) + 1
≤
ℓ∏
j=1
3
2
(
14 · 214ℓ
214ℓ−2
)
= 84ℓ =: N1.
Thus clause (ii) requires that di(y) avoid at most 4·N1-many intervals of cardinality 6ai+1 <
7ai.
Now we consider clause (iii). Notice that if φ(7p·A)·y∩∂Φi (Er, q·A) 6= ∅ then φ(8p·A)·y 6⊆
[y]Er . Let J be the collection of integers r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} for which φ(8p ·A) · y 6⊆ [y]Er . By
assumption we have |J | ≤ b. Fix r ∈ J . Observe that if z1, z2 ∈ ∂
Φ
i (Er , q ·A)∩φ(2
17ℓ ·A) · y
satisfy z1 = φ(u¯) · y, z2 = φ(v¯) · y, and
φ(219ℓ ·Ai + 5q · A) · z1 ∩ φ(2
19ℓ ·Ai + 5q ·A) · z2 6= ∅,
then
φ(219ℓ · Ai + 6q · A+ u¯) · y ∩ φ(219ℓ · Ai + 6q · A+ v¯) · y 6= ∅
and hence |ui − vi| ≤ 12qai since A is centered and the map w¯ 7→ φ(w¯) · y is injective (as
y ∈ Y ⊆ XH). Thus Lemma 6.5 and the fact that 7p < 217ℓ implies that the set
{±ui : u¯ ∈ 7p · A ∧ φ(u¯) · y ∈ ∂
Φ
i (Er , q ·A)}
can be covered by fewer than 2 ·N2-many intervals of cardinality 24qai + 1, where
N2 := 2
22ℓ2 .
Now letting r ∈ J vary, clause (iii) requires that di(y) avoid at most 2b·N2-many intervals
of cardinality 152ℓqai + 1 < 153ℓqai. From our assumptions on b, q, and ǫ we obtain
pai − 4 ·N1 · 7ai − 2b ·N2 · 153ℓqai
= pai ·
(
1− 28 · 84ℓp−1 − 306bℓq · 222ℓ
2
p−1
)
= pai ·
(
1− 28
(
84
214
)ℓ
− 306bℓq · 222ℓ
2−14ℓ
)
> pai · (1−
1
6 −
1
4 ) >
1
4pai ≥ 1.
Therefore there is a choice of di(y) ∈ [pai, 2pai] ∩ Z satisfying clauses (i), (ii), and (iii). 
With the above claim one can easily construct a (not necessarily Borel) function d¯ sat-
isfying (i), (ii), and (iii). However we want d¯ to be continuous. To this end we apply
Corollary 3.2, using the symmetric closure of φ(13p ·A) as F , to partition Y into clopen sets
{Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk} with the property that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k and each y, y
′ ∈ Yj ,
y′ ∈ φ(13p · A) · y =⇒ y′ = y.
We will inductively define d¯ on the Yj ’s starting with Y1. It is important to observe that if
y and y′ are as in clause (ii), then they must lie in distinct members of this partition. This
means that for y, y′ ∈ Yj the definitions of d¯(y) and d¯(y
′) will not conflict with one another.
So in defining d¯ on Y1 we only need to worry about clause (iii). For 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ r ≤ s,
and u¯ ∈ 7p ·A, the set of y ∈ Y1 with φ(u¯) · y ∈ ∂
Φ
i (Er , q ·A) is clopen by Lemma 6.2 (recall
that we are assuming that each Er is G-clopen). Thus for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, the set of potential
values for di(y) prohibited by clause (iii) varies continuously with y ∈ Y1. So for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
and y ∈ Y1, we can define di(y) ∈ [pai, 2pai] ∩ Z to be the least value which is allowed
by clause (iii). Such a value exists by the above claim, and the assignment thus defined is
continuous. Now suppose inductively that d¯ has been defined on Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yj−1 so that it
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satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) and is continuous. We again observe that for u¯ ∈ 13p ·A the set of
y ∈ Yj with φ(u¯) · y ∈ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yj−1 is clopen since G acts continuously. Furthermore, on
this clopen set the values d¯(φ(u¯) · y) vary continuously with y by our inductive hypothesis.
Thus for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, the set of potential values for di(y) prohibited by clause (ii) varies
continuously with y ∈ Yj . And as previously argued, the set of potential values for di(y)
prohibited by clause (iii) varies continuously with y ∈ Yj as well. Therefore for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
and y ∈ Yj we can define di(y) ∈ [pai, 2pai] ∩ Z to be the least value which is allowed by
clauses (ii) and (iii). This assignment is well-defined by the claim above, and is continuous.
By continuing in this manner we can define d¯ on all of Y so that d¯ satisfies clauses (i), (ii),
and (iii) and is continuous.
Now, as promised, for y ∈ Y set
Dy := Rec(d¯(y)) and Ry := φ(Dy) · y,
and also set θ := ǫ/(362p2). Our assumption on A and ǫ and the fact that p ∈ N gives
2 · Z ⊑ θp · A = θ · (p · A) ⊑ θ · Dy and thus Ry is (Φ, θ)-roughly Dy at y. As indicated
at the beginning of the proof, we let E be the equivalence relation generated by the Ry’s.
Specifically, define
x E x′ ⇐⇒ (∀y ∈ Y ) (x ∈ Ry ⇐⇒ x
′ ∈ Ry).
We now show that E is (Φ, A, ǫ)-sub-rectangular by constructing the (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular
sub-equivalence relation F of E. In order to construct F , we proceed to divide the E-classes
just as much as is necessary in order to obtain a rectangular sub-equivalence relation. The
basic idea is that when Ry meets Ry′ we wish to broaden the faces of Ry so that they
divide Ry′ \ Ry into pieces. A convenient way to do this is to use a collection of large
rough-rectangles surrounding Ry. For y ∈ Y consider the centered rectangle having radius
vector 9d¯(y) + 1¯. After removing Dy from this rectangle, we partition the resulting region
into 3ℓ-many rectangles which are indexed by tuples α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ. Specifically, for y ∈ Y
and α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ, define Dαy to be the set of all vectors b¯ ∈ Z
ℓ × Γ such that for each
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
−9di(y)− 1 ≤ bi ≤ −di(y)− 1 when αi = −1;
−di(y) ≤ bi ≤ di(y) when αi = 0;
di(y) + 1 ≤ bi ≤ 9di(y) + 1 when αi = 1.
Notice that D0¯y = Dy and that theD
α
y ’s partition the centered rectangle having radius vector
9d¯(y)+1¯. We use 9d¯(y)+1¯ and not 9d¯(y) simply because we want each Dαy to have a genuine
center in Zℓ (as required by our non-standard definition of rectangle). Define Rαy = φ(D
α
y )·y.
Then R0¯y = Ry and R
α
y is (Φ, θ)-roughly D
α
y at y since 2 · Z ⊑ θ ·Dy ⊑ θ ·D
α
y . Now we can
define the equivalence relation F . As a preliminary step, for any x ∈ X define the set
S(x) = { y ∈ Y : (∃y′ ∈ Y ) x ∈ Ry′ ∧ Ry ∩Ry′ 6= ∅ }.
For x ∈ X and x′ ∈ XH we declare x F x′ if and only if S(x) = S(x′) 6= ∅ and for all
y ∈ S(x) and α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ,
x ∈ Rαy ⇐⇒ x
′ ∈ Rαy .
We let F be the smallest equivalence relation on X having the above property. Note that,
as required, any F -class not meeting XH is a singleton. From the definition it is easy to
check that F is a sub-equivalence relation of E (by using α = 0¯).
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Before beginning a detailed study of F , we make a few useful observations. Note that if
y, y′ ∈ Y and Ry ∩Ry′ 6= ∅ then
(3) Ry′ ⊆ φ(Dy′)φ(Dy′)
−1φ(Dy) · y.
Since each Dy ⊑ 2p ·A, from this it follows that if Ry ∩Ry′ 6= ∅ then
(4) Ry′ ⊆ φ(6p · A+ 2 · Z) · y.
Alternatively, one can use (3) and the relation Dy′ ⊑ 2 ·Dy to obtain
(5) Ry′ ⊆ φ(6 ·Dy) · y.
So if x ∈ X and y ∈ S(x), then there is y′ ∈ Y with x ∈ Ry′ and Ry′ ∩Ry 6= ∅. So y ∈ S(x)
implies x ∈ φ(7p ·A) ·y. In particular, if y ∈ S(x) then there is a unique α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ with
x ∈ Rαy . This implies that every class U of F is the intersection of some finite subfamily of
the Rαy ’s. Furthermore, this means that the boundaries of an F -class U come from nearby
boundaries of the Ry’s. Thus from clauses (ii) and (iii) it will be possible to show that F is
rectangular and orthogonal to the pre-existing equivalence relations E1, . . . , Es.
In this paragraph we temporarily assume that G acts freely and H = 1, and we will show
that F is G-clopen as required. Note that under these assumptions we have XH = X . For
g ∈ G and α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ set
Y αg = {y ∈ Y : g · y ∈ R
α
y }.
It follows from the continuity of d¯, the freeness of the action, and the definition of the Rαy ’s
that Y αg is clopen for every g ∈ G and α ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
ℓ. When α = 0¯ we write Yg for Y
α
g .
For x ∈ X set
C(x) = {k ∈ φ(7p ·A) : ∃y ∈ S(x) k · y = x}.
By the previous paragraph, for every y ∈ S(x) there is k ∈ C(x) with k · y = x. If y ∈ S(x)
then there are a, b, c ∈ G and y′ ∈ Y with c ∈ φ(Dy) and a, b ∈ φ(Dy′) such that c · y = b · y
′
and a · y′ = x. In this situation we have y ∈ Yc, y
′ ∈ Ya ∩ Yb, and ab
−1c · y = x. Thus we
see that k ∈ C(x) if and only if
x ∈
⋃
a,b,c
a ·
(
Ya ∩ Yb ∩ b
−1c · Yc
)
where the union is over the set of all a, b, c ∈ φ(2p · A) with k = ab−1c. This set is clopen,
and since in all cases C(x) ⊆ φ(7p ·A), we deduce that the set
XK = {x ∈ X : C(x) = K}
is clopen for any K ⊆ φ(7p · A). Notice that for g ∈ G we have S(x) = S(g · x) if and only
if gC(x) = C(g · x) (this follows from the action being free). Observe that if k · y = x then
x ∈ Rαy if and only if k
−1 · x = y ∈ Y αk . Similarly, if k · y = x then g · x ∈ R
α
y if and only if
k−1 · x = y ∈ Y αgk. Therefore x F g · x if and only if there is a set K ⊆ φ(7p · A) such that
x ∈ XK ∩ g
−1 ·XgK and
x ∈
⋂
k∈K
⋂
α∈{−1,0,1}ℓ
k
(
Y αk ∩ Y
α
gk
)
∪ k ·
(
(X \ Y αk ) ∩ (X \ Y
α
gk)
)
.
Thus F is G-clopen as claimed.
It only remains to verify that F is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular and (Φ, q · A)-orthogonal to
E1, E2, . . . , Es. It will be convenient to check these properties of F one class at a time. So
fix a class U of F meeting XH. We ultimately want to use properties (ii) and (iii) of the
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function d¯, but first we must obtain a nice description of U . Fix x ∈ U ∩XH. As remarked
just after (5), U can be expressed as a finite intersection
U =
n⋂
k=1
R
α(k)
y(k)
where n ∈ N, y(k) ∈ S(x) ⊆ Y and α(k) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}ℓ for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We may assume
that if y ∈ Y and x ∈ Ry then there is 1 ≤ k ≤ n with y(k) = y and α(k) = 0¯. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n
let u¯(k) ∈ Zℓ × Γ be such that φ(u¯(k)) · x = y(k), and note that each u¯(k) ∈ 9p · A. By
Lemma 5.2 each R
α(k)
y(k) is (Φ, 2θ)-roughly D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k) at x. So in order to better understand
U , we first consider the related intersection
n⋂
k=1
(
D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, we may find
µi, νi ∈
n⋃
k=1
(
{ui(k)± di(k)} ∪ {ui(k)± (di(k) + 1)} ∪ {ui(k)± (9di(k) + 1)}
)
so that
n⋂
k=1
(
D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
= {b¯ ∈ Zℓ × Γ : µi ≤ bi ≤ νi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}.
Recall that we work with a restricted definition of rectangle in which rectangles must have
a genuine center in Zℓ × Γ. Let B ⊆ Zℓ × Γ be the largest rectangle with
B ⊆
n⋂
k=1
(
D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
,
chosen for definiteness so that its center is furthest from the origin. Notice that Li(B) =
⌊(νi − µi)/2⌋ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Our goal will be to show that A ⊑ B and U is roughly B
at x.
First we will show that A ⊑ B. Let 1 ≤ m ≤ n be arbitrary, and fix t such that x ∈ Ry(t),
α(t) = 0¯, and Ry(t) ∩Ry(m) 6= ∅. By (5) above we have
Ry(t) = φ(Dy(t)) · φ(u¯(t)) · x ⊆ φ(6 ·Dy(m)) · φ(u¯(m)) · x.
After using the equation φ(u¯(t)) · x = y(t), we obtain
φ(Dy(t)) · y(t) ⊆ φ(6 ·Dy(m))φ(u¯(m))φ(u¯(t))
−1 · y(t)
⊆ φ(6 ·Dy(m) + u¯(m)− u¯(t) + 2 · Z) · y(t),
and therefore Dy(t) ⊆ 7 ·Dy(m) + u¯(m)− u¯(t) since y(t) ∈ X
H. This implies that
n⋂
k=1
(
D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
⊆ Dy(t) + u¯(t) ⊆ 7 ·Dy(m) + u¯(m),
so for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ we must have that µi, νi 6= ui(m) ± (9di(m) + 1). As this holds for
every 1 ≤ m ≤ n, we conclude that in fact
µi, νi ∈
n⋃
k=1
(
{ui(k)± di(k)} ∪ {ui(k)± (di(k) + 1)}
)
.
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Now, we also have
x ∈ φ(Dy(t)) · y(t) ⊆ φ(6p · A+ 2 · Z) · y(m)
by (4) above. In particular, x ∈ φ(6p · A+ 2 · Z) · y(m) for every m, so if m 6= k then
φ(6p ·A+ 2 · Z) · y(k) ∩ φ(6p · A+ 2 · Z) · y(m) 6= ∅
and hence
y(k) ∈ φ(12p ·A+ 5 · Z) · y(m) ⊆ φ(13p ·A) · y(m).
But we also have y(k) ∈ φ(u¯(k)− u¯(m)+Z) ·y(m), so since Z ⊆ ǫ ·A clause (ii) implies that
the numbers ui(k)± di(k) and ui(m)± di(m) are separated by at least 3ai − ǫai > 2ai + 2
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. This holds for all m 6= k, and thus we deduce that |µi − νi| ≥ 2ai for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Therefore Li(B) ≥ ai for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, and hence A ⊑ B as claimed.
Now we show that U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at x, where δ := ǫ/(18p), and moreover that F
is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular. Note that since B ⊒ A, our assumption on A and ǫ gives
δ ·B ⊒
ǫ
18p
·A ⊒ 2 · Z.
So U will indeed be (Φ, δ)-roughly B at x once we show that φ((1 − δ) · B) · x ⊆ U ⊆
φ((1 + δ) · B) · x. Since U =
⋂n
k=1 R
α(k)
y(k) and each R
α(k)
y(k) is (Φ, 2θ)-roughly D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k) at
x, we have
n⋂
k=1
(
φ
(
(1 − 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
· x
)
⊆ U ⊆
n⋂
k=1
(
φ
(
(1 + 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
· x
)
.
As the map w¯ 7→ φ(w¯) · x is injective, we may rearrange intersections to obtain
φ
(
n⋂
k=1
(
(1− 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
))
· x ⊆ U ⊆ φ
(
n⋂
k=1
(
(1 + 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
))
· x.
For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have
δ
2
· B ⊒
ǫ
36p
· A = (2θ · 9 · 2p) ·A = 2θ · (9 · 2p ·A) ⊒ 2θ ·D
α(k)
y(k) ⊒ Z ⊒ Rec(1¯).
Thus δ ·B ⊒ 2θ ·D
α(k)
y(k) +Rec(1¯), and by definition of B,
B ⊆
n⋂
k=1
(
D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
⊆ B +Rec(1¯),
and therefore we deduce that
(1− δ) · B ⊆
n⋂
k=1
(
(1− 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
and
(1 + δ) · B ⊇
n⋂
k=1
(
(1 + 2θ) ·D
α(k)
y(k) + u¯(k)
)
.
It follows that
φ((1 − δ) · B) · x ⊆ U ⊆ φ((1 + δ) · B) · x,
as required. So U is (Φ, δ)-roughly B at x. We already verified that A ⊑ B, and since
B ⊑ 2p ·A we see that 2δ ·B ⊑ ǫ ·A. So in order for F to be rectangular it only remains to
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check that 222ℓ ·B ⊆ dom(φ). For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n with α(k) = 0 we have Dy(k) ⊆ 2p ·A and
u¯(k) ∈ 9p · A and thus
B ⊆ Dy(k) + u¯(k) ⊆ 2p ·A+ 9p ·A ⊆ 11p ·A.
Therefore
222ℓ ·B ⊆ 222ℓ · (11p · A) ⊆ (222ℓ · 11 · 214ℓ) ·A ⊆ 240ℓ ·A ⊆ dom(φ).
We conclude that F is (Φ, A, ǫ)-rectangular.
The orthogonality condition is now all that remains to check. We continue working with
U , x, and B as above. Fix 1 ≤ r ≤ s, and towards a contradiction suppose there exist
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, z ∈ ∂Φi (F, q · A) ∩ U , and z
′ ∈ ∂Φi (Er, q · A) with
φ(30ℓq · A) · z ∩ φ(30ℓq · A) · z′ 6= ∅.
Let c¯ be the center of B, and set b¯ = L(B). Since z ∈ U , there is w¯ ∈ (1 + δ) · B such
that z = φ(w¯) · x. By Lemma 6.3 there is j = ±1 such that wi is within 2qai of jbi + ci.
By definition of B, µi, and νi, we have that jbi + ci equals either µi, µi + 1, νi, or νi − 1.
Therefore we can find 1 ≤ k ≤ n such that jbi + ci is within a distance of two of either
ui(k) + di(y(k)) or ui(k) − di(y(k)). Hence there is j
′ = ±1 such that wi is within 3qai of
ui(k) + j
′di(y(k)). Now consider v¯ such that φ(v¯) · y(k) = z
′. We have that z′ belongs to
φ
(
30ℓq · A
)−1
φ
(
30ℓq ·A
)
φ
(
w¯
)
φ
(
u¯(k)
)−1
· y(k)
and therefore
v¯ ∈ 60ℓq ·A+ w¯ − u¯(k) + 3 · Z.
It follows that vi is within 64ℓqai of j
′di(y(k)). In order for this to contradict clause (iii),
we must show that z′ ∈ φ(7p · A) · y(k). This fact is quickly obtainable as there is y ∈ Y
with z ∈ Ry and Ry ∩Ry(k) 6= ∅, and hence by (4)
z′ ∈ φ(30ℓq ·A)−1φ(30ℓq ·A) · z
⊆ φ(30ℓq ·A)−1φ(30ℓq ·A)φ(6p · A+ 2 · Z) · y(k)
⊆ φ(60ℓq ·A+ 6p ·A+ 4 · Z) · y(k)
⊆ φ(7p · A) · y(k).
We conclude that F is (Φ, q·A)-orthogonal to each of the equivalence relationsE1, E2, . . . , Es.

8. Stabilizers and the subgroup conjugacy relation
Before proceeding to the proof of the main theorem in the next section, we discuss here
some issues surrounding non-free actions and the subgroup conjugacy relation. The fact that
it is often easier to work with free actions than it is to work with general ones has become
something of a recurring theme in the project of determining which countable groups have
hyperfinite orbit equivalence relations. In proving Thereom 9.1 in the next section, where we
assume the action to be free, we will be able to structure our proof in a manner that closely
resembles the arguments of Gao-Jackson in [GJ]. However, the proof of the general case
(Theorem 9.2) appears to require new techniques due to an obstacle that appears for the
first time in considering nilpotent groups: namely, the complexity of the subgroup conjugacy
relation. In this section we will briefly discuss subgroup conjugacy and its impact on the
relationship between the free-action and general cases. We remark that, despite their short
proofs, we do not know if either of Propositions 8.1 or 8.3 has previously appeared in the
literature.
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For a countable group G, let Sub(G) denote the space of subgroups of G with the relative
topology as a subset of the product space 2G = {0, 1}G. Then Sub(G) is closed in 2G, and
hence is itself a Polish space. The subgroups H,L ∈ Sub(G) are conjugate if there is g ∈ G
with gHg−1 = L. Conjugacy is a Borel equivalence relation on Sub(G), called the subgroup
conjugacy relation of G. If G acts in a Borel fashion on the standard Borel space X , then
the stabilizer map x 7→ Stab(x) ∈ Sub(G) is a Borel (though in general not continuous)
function taking orbit-equivalent points to conjugate subgroups. In some cases smoothness
of the subgroup conjugacy relation for a class of groups reduces the hyperfiniteness question
for their orbit equivalence relations to a consideration of just their free actions.
Proposition 8.1. Let G be a class of countable groups and E a class of countable Borel
equivalence relations such that:
(i) G is closed under subgroups and quotients;
(ii) any group in G has at most countably many subgroups; and
(iii) E is closed under Borel reducibility and countable disjoint unions.
If EXG ∈ E for every free Borel action G y X with G ∈ G, then E
X
G ∈ E for every Borel
action Gy X with G ∈ G.
Proof. Let G and E satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma and fixG ∈ G and a Borel action of G
on some standard Borel space X . Write E = EXG . Since Sub(G) is countable, the subgroup
conjugacy relation is smooth. For each conjugacy class C ⊆ Sub(G), fix HC ∈ C. Let YC be
the set of x ∈ X whose stabilizer belongs to C, so that X =
⊔
C YC is a decomposition of X
into countably many E-invariant Borel sets. By (iii), we need only show that E ↾ YC belongs
to E for every conjugacy class C in Sub(G). So fix a conjugacy class C and consider E ↾ YC .
Write H = HC , and let YH ⊆ YC be the set of x ∈ X whose stabilizer equals H . Note that
YH is a Borel set meeting each E-class in YC . Let N be the normalizer of H in G. Then
N ∈ G and N/H ∈ G by (i). Furthermore, N/H acts freely on YH and E ↾ YH = E
YH
N/H .
Thus by our hypotheses, E ↾ YH ∈ E . Now for each x ∈ YC let f(x) = g · x where g is least
(in some fixed well-ordering of G) such that g · x ∈ YH . Then f is a Borel reduction from
E ↾ YC to E ↾ YH . Hence E ↾ YC ∈ E by (iii). 
We mention an immediate but interesting corollary of this lemma. Recall that a group
is polycyclic if it admits a cyclic series, or equivalently if it is solvable and every subgroup
is finitely generated.
Corollary 8.2. If all free Borel actions of polycyclic groups have hyperfinite orbit equiva-
lence relations, then all Borel actions of polycyclic groups have hyperfinite orbit equivalence
relations.
The argument given in the proof of Proposition 8.1 runs into at least two obstacles if
there are groups in G with uncountably many subgroups. First, if Sub(G) has uncountably
many conjugacy classes then hyperfiniteness of EXG does not follow immediately from the
hyperfiniteness of each EXG ↾ YC , since the decomposition X =
⊔
YC has uncountably many
pieces. Nevertheless, if one has a sufficiently constructive way of showing that EXG ∈ E
for every free Borel action G y X with G ∈ G, then one may be able to piece together
the uncountably many individual reductions in a Borel manner so as to obtain a global
reduction. (This is precisely what Gao and Jackson do in Section 7 of [GJ]). However,
in order even to do this, one must still be able choose in a Borel manner a distinguished
representative from each conjugacy class of subgroups. If the subgroup conjugacy relation
is non-smooth, then there is no way to do this. Unfortunately this is already the situation
for nilpotent groups.
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Proposition 8.3. There exists a countable nilpotent group G of nilpotency class 2 such that
the subgroup conjugacy relation of G is non-smooth.
By our main theorem, of course, the subgroup conjugacy relation ofG is hyperfinite whenever
G is countable and locally nilpotent.
Proof. For each i ∈ N let
Γi = 〈ai, bi, ci | [ai, bi] = ci, [ai, ci] = 1Γi , [bi, ci] = 1Γi〉
be a copy of the discrete Heisenburg group. Note that Γi is nilpotent of class 2 since
〈ci〉 ∼= Z is central and Γi/〈ci〉 ∼= Z× Z is abelian. Note also that 〈a
−1
i ci〉 6= 〈a
−1
i 〉 and that
bia
−1
i b
−1
i = a
−1
i ci.
Set
G =
⊕
i∈N
Γi.
Then G is a countable nilpotent group of nilpotency class 2. For each i ∈ N let πi : G→ Γi
be the natural projection. We will embed E0 into the subgroup conjugacy relation of G.
For x ∈ 2N set
Hx = 〈a
−1
i c
x(i)
i : i ∈ N〉.
The map x 7→ Hx is Borel, in fact continuous. First suppose that x E0 y. Set
g = b
y(0)−x(0)
0 · b
y(1)−x(1)
1 · · · b
y(i)−x(i)
i · · · .
Then g ∈ G since x E0 y, and we have gHxg
−1 = Hy. On the other hand, suppose that
¬x E0 y. Fix any g ∈ G. Then for all but finitely many i ∈ N we have πi(g) = 1Γi . So
there is i ∈ N with x(i) 6= y(i) and πi(g) = 1Γi and hence
πi(gHxg
−1) = πi(g)πi(Hx)πi(g
−1) = 〈a−1i c
x(i)
i 〉 6= 〈a
−1
i c
y(i)
i 〉 = πi(Hy).
Thus Hx and Hy are not conjugate. 
Proposition 8.3 points to a new difficulty in establishing the hyperfiniteness of orbit
equivalence relations arising from non-free actions. For those classes of groups previously
known to have only hyperfininte orbit equivalence relations, the subgroup conjugacy re-
lation is smooth. For finitely-generated nilpotent-by-finite groups, this is due to the fact
that such groups have only countably many subgroups. Although Jackson–Kechris–Louveau
did not use this fact in [JKL], Proposition 8.1 immediately shows that in order to obtain
hyperfiniteness of orbit equivalence relations arising from general Borel actions of finitely-
generated nilpotent-by-finite groups, it suffices to consider only free Borel actions of such
groups. On the other hand countable abelian groups might have uncountably many sub-
groups, but the subgroup conjugacy relation for such groups is trivial, in particular smooth,
and Gao-Jackson [GJ] used the method described in the paragraph following Corollary 8.2
in a critical way.
In the final stages of their proof, Gao and Jackson performed a multi-scale inductive
construction of a two-dimensional array of equivalence relations. The scales they used in this
construction were linearly ordered and grew extremely fast. Consequently, perturbations at
a given scale became unnoticeable at larger ones, allowing them to work at certain scales
without disturbing others. We will perform a very similar construction in the proof of
Theorem 9.1, where we work with free actions. We consider general actions in Theorem 9.2,
and in order to overcome the non-smoothness of the subgroup conjugacy relation we perform
a multi-scale inductive construction of a three-dimensional rather than a two-dimensional
array of equivalence relations. As a result we will lose the linear order on the scales, and
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any adjustments we make within the scope of one scale will significantly alter what can be
detected at other scales. In this sense the proof of Theorem 9.2 is more delicate than the
proof of Theorem 9.1 and departs more significantly from the constructions in [GJ].
9. Borel actions of countable locally nilpotent groups
We now have all of the tools we need to prove that every Borel action of a countable
locally nilpotent group gives rise to a hyperfinite orbit equivalence relation. As a warm
up, we first prove this result under the assumption that the action is free. The proof is
simpler under this assumption and closely resembles the Gao–Jackson proof [GJ] for actions
of abelian groups.
Theorem 9.1. If the countable locally nilpotent group G acts freely and continuously on
the zero-dimensional Polish space X, then the induced orbit equivalence relation EXG is
continuously embeddable into E0.
Proof. Let G1 ≤ G2 ≤ · · · be an increasing sequence of finitely generated subgroups of G
with G =
⋃
k≥1Gk. Since G is locally nilpotent, each Gk is a finitely generated nilpotent
group. Let ℓk be the Hirsch length of Gk. Set bk = ℓk+1 + 1. Fix qk > 0 with
qk <
1
4
· 306−1ℓ−1k b
−1
k 2
−22ℓ2k .
Fix ǫk > 0 with 12ǫk < qk.
We now construct, for each k ≥ 1, a chart Φk = (ℓk, φk,Zk,Γk, 1) for Gk. Note that
since G acts freely we have X1 = X . For each k fix a finite generating set Uk for Gk. We
desire our charts to satisfy the following for all k ≥ 1:
(a) 240ℓk ·
(
2
ǫk
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk · Zk
)
⊆ dom(φk);
(b) Im(φk) ∪ Uk+1 ⊆ φk+1(Zk+1).
We build the charts Φk inductively on k. Formally letting Im(φ0) = ∅ for the base case
k = 1, inductively we obtain Φk by applying Lemma 4.4 to Gk with
F = Im(φk−1) ∪ Uk;
λ = 240ℓk ·
2
ǫk
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk .
Now define
Ak =
2
ǫk
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk · Zk.
Clause (a) and the definitions of qk and ǫk imply that all inequality and containment re-
quirements of Lemma 7.3 are satisfied by Φk, Ak, bk, qk, and ǫk for the action of Gk on X .
Thus in future applications of Lemma 7.3 using these parameters, we only need to verify
that bk has the stated bounding property. Furthermore, whenever we apply Lemma 7.3 to
Φk below, we will take it to be implicitly understood that we have in mind additionally the
action Gk y X and the parameters Ak, bk, qk, and ǫk without explicitly listing these each
time.
We seek to build a collection of equivalence relations {Ek,n : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. We visualize
these equivalence relations as being arranged in a two-dimensional array with the En,n’s
placed along the rising diagonal and all other equivalence relations placed below the diagonal,
as shown in Figure 1. Thus for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the equivalence relationEk,n lies in row k and
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... . .
.
Row 5 is (Φ5, q5 ·A5)-orthogonal E5,5 · · ·
↓
Row 4 is (Φ4, q4 ·A4)-orthogonal E4,4 E4,5 · · ·
↓ ↓
Row 3 is (Φ3, q3 ·A3)-orthogonal E3,3 E3,4 E3,5 · · ·
↓ ↓ ↓
Row 2 is (Φ2, q2 ·A2)-orthogonal E2,2 E2,3 E2,4 E2,5 · · ·
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Row 1 is (Φ1, q1 ·A1)-orthogonal E1,1 E1,2 E1,3 E1,4 E1,5 · · ·
Figure 1. The first five columns of the two-dimensional array of equiva-
lence relations. Arrows indicate the order of construction.
column n. We will want the equivalence relations appearing along row k to be (Φk, Ak, ǫk)-
sub-rectangular equivalence relations which are pairwise (Φk, qk ·Ak)-orthogonal (clauses (ii)
and (iii) below). The equivalence relations will be constructed column by column from left
to right, and within a column by starting on the diagonal and moving vertically downward
as indicated by the arrows in Figure 1. Intuitively, higher rows will correspond to larger
scales in our construction. Whenever k < n, we will construct Ek,n so that at the scale of
Φk+1, Ek+1,n and Ek,n are essentially indistinguishable from one another (clause (iv) below).
Finally, we want the equivalence relations appearing in row k to satisfy, with respect to bk,
the bounding property that appears in the statement of Lemma 7.3. Specifically we want
the array of equivalence relations to satisfy the following:
(i) each Ek,n is a finite G-clopen equivalence relation contained in the Gn-orbit equiv-
alence relation;
(ii) if an equivalence relation Ek,n lies in the k
th row, then it is (Φk, Ak, ǫk)-sub-
rectangular;
(iii) if two equivalence relations Ek,m and Ek,n both lie in row k, then they are (Φk, qk ·
Ak)-orthogonal;
(iv) if two equivalence relations Ek,n and Ek+1,n in column n and rows k and k + 1 are
vertically adjacent, then for every x, y ∈ X with
φk+1(Zk+1) · x ⊆ [x]Ek+1,n and φk+1(Zk+1) · y ⊆ [y]Ek+1,n
we have x Ek,n y if and only if x Ek+1,n y;
(v) for every x ∈ X , there are at most bk-many integers t ≥ k (equivalently, there are at
most bk-many equivalence relations in row k) such that φk(8 ·2
14ℓk ·Ak) ·x 6⊆ [x]Ek,t .
We construct the two-dimensional array of equivalence relations inductively, one column
at a time, from left to right. To begin, apply Lemma 7.3 to Φ1 with s = 0 (no previous
sequence of equivalence relations) to obtain a G1-clopen (Φ1, A1, ǫ1)-rectangular equivalence
relation E1,1. This completes the first column. Trivially (i) – (v) hold, where for G-
clopenness in (i) we use Lemma 3.5. Now suppose that all equivalence relations in columns
1 through n−1 have been constructed and satisfy clauses (i) through (v). Before constructing
the equivalence relations in column n, we first construct a column of auxiliary equivalence
relations {Fk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. We require the following:
(i′) if Fk lies in row k then it is a finite G-clopen equivalence relation contained in the
Gk-orbit equivalence relation;
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(ii′) if Fk lies in row k then it is (Φk, Ak, ǫk)-rectangular;
(iii′) if Fk lies in row k then it is (Φk, qk · Ak)-orthogonal to each of the pre-existing
equivalence relations in row k, namely Ek,k, Ek,k+1, . . . , Ek,n−1.
For each k we apply Lemma 7.3 to Φk with respect to the pre-existing equivalence relations
Ek,k, Ek,k+1, . . . , Ek,n−1 in row k in order to obtain a Gk-clopen (Φk, Ak, ǫk)-rectangular
equivalence relation Fk which is (Φk, qk · Ak)-orthogonal to each of Ek,k, . . . , Ek,n−1. We
remark that in applying Lemma 7.3, the bounding property of bk holds by the inductive
assumption (v), and the other requirements of the lemma were verified immediately after
the listing of clauses (a) and (b) above. As Fk is Gk-clopen and contained in the Gk-orbit
equivalence relation, it is G-clopen by Lemma 3.5. This defines the Fk’s.
For each 1 ≤ k < n let σk : X → X be a G-clopen and continuous selector for Fk as given
by Lemma 3.6. Define En,n = Fn, and in general once Ek+1,n has been defined let Ek,n be
the Fk-approximation to Ek+1,n induced by σk. Specifically, Ek,n is defined by the rule
x Ek,n y ⇐⇒ σk(x) Ek+1,n σk(y).
Clearly Ek,n contains Fk as a sub-equivalence relation, and thus Ek,n is (Φk, Ak, ǫk)-sub-
rectangular as required by clause (ii). As Fk ⊆ Ek,n we immediately obtain ∂
Φk
i (Ek,n, qk ·
Ak) ⊆ ∂
Φk
i (Fk, qk · Ak) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓk, and thus clause (iii) is satisfied. We verify
clauses (iv), (v), and (i) below.
(iv). Let x, y ∈ X be such that φk+1(Zk+1) ·x ⊆ [x]Ek+1,n and φk+1(Zk+1) ·y ⊆ [y]Ek+1,n .
Since Fk is Φk-rectangular (as opposed to just sub-rectangular), we have σk(x) ∈ Im(φk) ·
x ⊆ φk+1(Zk+1) · x and similarly σk(y) ∈ φk+1(Zk+1) · y. So our assumption on x and y
gives that x Ek+1,n σk(x) and y Ek+1,n σk(y). It follows that x Ek+1,n y if and only if
σk(x) Ek+1,n σk(y) if and only if x Ek,n y.
(v). Fix x ∈ X and let J be the set of integers t ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n} with φk(8 · 2
14ℓk ·
Ak) · x 6⊆ [x]Ek,t . Note that we do not allow k ∈ J and therefore we need only show
that |J | ≤ bk − 1 = ℓk+1. For any such t ∈ J there is y ∈ φk(8 · 2
14ℓk · Ak) · x which is
Ek,t-inequivalent to x. Since t > k, there is an equivalence relation Ek+1,t sitting above
Ek,t in the array. Clause (iv) implies that either ¬x Ek+1,t y, φk+1(Zk+1) · x 6⊆ [x]Ek+1,t
or φk+1(Zk+1) · y 6⊆ [y]Ek+1,t . In any case we have φk+1(3 · Zk+1) · x 6⊆ [x]Ek+1,t since
Im(φk) ⊆ φk+1(Zk+1). Now Lemma 6.4 implies that for every t ∈ J there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓk+1
with
x ∈ φk+1(30ℓk+1 · (qk+1 · Ak+1)) · ∂
Φk+1
i (Ek+1,t, qk+1 ·Ak+1).
Since the equivalence relations in row k+1 are (Φk+1, qk+1 ·Ak+1)-orthogonal by clause (iii)
and x is fixed, we must have |J | ≤ ℓk+1.
(i). The equivalence relationEn,n = Fn is finite and contained in the Gn-orbit equivalence
relation. Since each σk is finite-to-one and moves points within their Gn-orbits, it follows
that each Ek,n is finite and contained in the Gn-orbit equivalence relation. It only remains
to check the G-clopen property. We have that En,n = Fn is G-clopen by clause (i
′). Now
inductively assume that Ek+1,n is G-clopen. Fix g ∈ G. For each x ∈ X there exist unique
u, v ∈ Im(φk) such that σk(x) = u · x and σk(g · x) = vg · x. Fixing u, v ∈ Im(φk), let Xu,v
consist of those x ∈ X for which σk(x) = u · x and σk(g · x) = vg · x, and note that Xu,v is
clopen since σk is G-clopen. Set
Wu,v = {x ∈ Xu,v : x Ek+1,n vgu
−1 · x}.
Then Wu,v is clopen by our inductive assumption, and for x ∈ Xu,v we have
x Ek,n g · x ⇐⇒ u · x Ek+1,n vg · x ⇐⇒ u · x ∈Wu,v ⇐⇒ x ∈ u
−1 ·Wu,v.
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Hence the set of x ∈ Xu,v such that x Ek,n g · x is clopen. As this holds for every pair u, v
of group elements ranging over the finite set Im(φk), and since each Xu,v is itself clopen,
it follows that the set of x ∈ X for which x Ek,n g · x is clopen, and therefore Ek,n is G-
clopen, establishing (i). This completes the construction of the equivalence relations Ek,n,
1 ≤ k ≤ n.
We note that our equivalence relations have a useful sixth property which is an extension
of clause (iv):
(vi) if two equivalence relations Ek,n and Et,n both lie in column n with t ≤ k, then
for every x, y ∈ X with φk(3 · Zk) · x ⊆ [x]Ek,n and φk(3 · Zk) · y ⊆ [y]Ek,n we have
x Ek,n y if and only if x Et,n y.
To see that this is true, first notice that x Ek−1,n y if and only if x Ek,n y by clause (iv).
Next, let x, y satisfy the hypotheses and consider x′ ∈ φk−1(3 · Zk−1) · x. Note that
φk(Zk)φk−1(3 · Zk−1) ⊆ φk(Zk)φk(Zk) ⊆ φk(3 · Zk),
so we have φk(Zk) · x
′ ⊆ φk(3 · Zk) · x ⊆ [x]Ek,n . Thus clause (iv), applied to x and x
′,
immediately implies that x′ Ek−1,n x. Since x
′ was chosen arbitrarily, we have φk−1(3 ·
Zk−1) · x ⊆ [x]Ek−1,n . Similarly, φk−1(3 · Zk−1) · y ⊆ [y]Ek−1,n . Thus the assumption of
clause (vi) is renewed as one travels vertically down the column, and clause (vi) now follows
by induction.
We now consider the bottom row of equivalence relations in the array and claim that for
x, y ∈ X ,
x EXG y ⇐⇒ (∃m ∈ N) (∀n ≥ m) x E1,n y.
Clearly each E1,n is contained in E
X
G and thus the right-hand side implies the left. So
suppose x EXG y. Since G =
⋃
k Gk, there is k with Gk · x = Gk · y. Clauses (ii) and (iii)
and Lemma 7.2 imply that x Ek,n y for all but finitely many n ≥ k. In other words, along
the kth row x and y are inequivalent only finitely many times. Applying Lemma 7.2 again
repeatedly to each pair x, x′ for x′ ∈ φk(3 · Zk) · x, and y, y
′ for y′ ∈ φk(3 · Zk) · y, we have
that φk(3 · Zk) ·x ⊆ [x]Ek,n and φk(3 · Zk) · y ⊆ [y]Ek,n for all but finitely many n. So clause
(vi) implies that x E1,n y for all but finitely many n. We conclude that the orbit equivalence
relation EXG induced by G is hyperfinite. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.7 (using
Fn = E1,n) that E
X
G continuously embeds into E0. 
Remark. An alternative approach at the end of the proof of Theorem 9.1 would be to show
that for n ≥ k, the equivalence relations E1,n along the bottom row are (Φk, Ak, 2ǫk)-sub-
rectangular and pairwise (Φk, qk ·Ak)-orthogonal. Then one could apply Lemma 7.2 directly
without clause (vi). In fact for n ≥ k the equivalence relations E1,n are (Φk, Ak, 2ǫk)-
sub-rectangular. Morally speaking they should also be pairwise (Φk, qk · Ak)-orthogonal,
but unfortunately they are not due to minor technical shortcomings in our definition of
“boundary.” These shortcomings could perhaps be overcome with some effort, and in any
case we believe that this alternative approach is a good viewpoint to have.
We now prove the main theorem in the general situation where the action is not necessarily
free. In this case the proof has three substantial differences from the free action case.
(1) As before, we will express G as the increasing union of finitely generated subgroups Gk.
Previously when the action was free we were able to use a single chart Φk to describe
the action of Gk on X . However, since we only know how to construct charts where H
is finite, in general the set XH will be a proper subset of X and need not even be Gk-
invariant. So in order to describe the action of Gk on X we must use a countably infinite
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family of charts. The charts for Gk will be grouped into finite families denoted Φk,n,
for n ≥ k. We visualize these finite families of charts as sitting in a two-dimensional
triangular array, just as we viewed the equivalence relations Ek,n in the proof of Theorem
9.1.
(2) In the free action case we built a two-dimensional array of equivalence relations in order
to diagonalize over the finitely generated subgroups Gk. In the general case, we must
diagonalize not only over the Gk’s but also over subgroups of the Gk’s that arise as
stabilizers. As a result, we must now build a three-dimensional array of equivalence
relations.
(3) In the free action case, the Φk’s had a nice linear order in the sense that the scale of
Φk was tiny compared to that of Φk+1. This fact allowed for clauses (iv) and (vi) in
the proof of 9.1. In the general case we are not able to put any such linear order on
the Φk,n’s. So clauses (iv) and (vi) disappear in the general case and are replaced by
a single new clause, which is again given number (iv). This new clause plays a similar
role in proving the theorem, but this time it is far more delicate and technical.
Aside from these three differences, the details of the free action proof and the general case
proof are quite similar. In fact, in order to help the reader transition between the two cases,
we intentionally structured the proofs to emphasize their similarities.
In the general case we are unable to obtain a continuous reduction to E0 and we therefore
drop all topological constraints such as requiring that certain sets be clopen or requiring the
action to be continuous.
Theorem 9.2. If the countable locally nilpotent group G acts in a Borel fashion on the
standard Borel space X, then the induced orbit equivalence relation EXG is hyperfinite.
Proof. Let G1 ≤ G2 ≤ · · · be an increasing sequence of finitely generated subgroups of G
which exhaust G. Since G is locally nilpotent, each Gk is a finitely generated nilpotent
group. Let ℓk be the Hirsch length of Gk. For n ≥ k set
bk,n = 1 + max
k≤t≤n
ℓt.
Fix any qk,n > 0 with
qk,n <
1
4
· 306−1ℓ−1k b
−1
k,n2
−22ℓ2k ,
and choose ǫk,n > 0 so that 12ǫk,n < qk,n.
We will use a countably infinite collection of charts for Gk to describe the action of Gk
on X . These charts will be grouped into finite families denoted Φk,n, n ≥ k, which for fixed
k we visualize as sitting in an infinite horizontal row extending to the right. When both n
and k vary we imagine the Φk,n’s as sitting in a two-dimensional array as in Figure 2. Since
every subgroup of Gk is finitely generated ([R, 5.2.17]), the space Sub(Gk) of subgroups of
Gk is countable. Therefore we can pick a transversal Tk ⊆ Sub(Gk) for the action of Gk
on Sub(Gk) by conjugation, and this transversal will automatically be Borel. For H ∈ Tk
define
XHk := {x ∈ X : Stab(x) ∩Gk is Gk-conjugate to H}.
Note that XHk is a Gk-invariant Borel set and if H 6= L ∈ Tk then X
H
k and X
L
k are disjoint.
For each k fix an increasing sequence
Sk,k ⊆ Sk,k+1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sk,n ⊆ · · ·
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Families of charts for G1
Families of charts for G2
Families of charts for G3
Families of charts for G4
...
Φ1,1 Φ1,2✲ Φ1,3
❅
❅
❅❘
Φ1,4
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❯
Φ2,2
✻
Φ2,3
✻
Φ2,4
✻
Φ3,3
✻
Φ3,4
✻
Φ4,4
✻
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
. .
.
Figure 2. The order of construction of the finite families of charts Φk,n, k ≤ n.
of finite subsets of Tk which exhausts Tk. The finite family Φk,n will consist of charts Φ
H
k,n
indexed by H ∈ Sk,n. We will have
ΦHk,n = (ℓ
H
k,n, φ
H
k,n,Z
H
k,n,Γ
H
k,n,H
H
k,n),
where HHk,n consists of finitely many Gk-conjugates of H . For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n and H ∈ Sk,n,
we will write
XHk,n := {x ∈ X : Stab(x) ∩Gk ∈ H
H
k,n} ⊆ X
H
k .
Thus for fixed 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the finitely many sets XHk,n, H ∈ Sk,n, are contained in pairwise
disjoint Gk-invariant Borel sets. Notice that in our notation from prior sections, X
H
k,n is
just the set XH
H
k,n , where XH
H
k,n is defined using the Gk-action.
We now construct the two-dimensional array of finite families of charts Φk,n = {Φ
H
k,n :
H ∈ Sk,n} for Gk, k ≤ n. We will simultaneously construct increasing finite sets Vk,n ⊆ Gk,
n ≥ k, which will play an important role in the new version of clause (iv). For each k fix
a finite generating set Uk for Gk. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the Uk’s
are increasing. We will want the families of charts Φk,n and subsets Vk,n ⊆ Gk to possess
the following properties for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n and H ∈ Sk,n:
(a) 240ℓk ·
(
2
ǫk,n
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk · ZHk,n
)
⊆ dom(φHk,n);
(b) Vk,nVk,n · L ⊆ φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · L for all L ∈ H
H
k,n;
(c) ℓHk,n ≤ ℓk;
(d) the elements of Vk,n are the n
2-fold products g1g2 · · · gn2 where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n
2,
either gi or g
−1
i is contained in Uk or is contained in Im(φ
L
s,t) for some 1 ≤ s ≤ t
and L ∈ Ss,t satisfying s ≤ k, t ≤ n, and (s, t) 6= (k, n);
(e) if n > k and H ∈ Sk,n−1 then for any
g ∈ φHk,n
(
16ℓkqk,n ·
2
ǫk,n
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk · ZHk,n
)
we have that gLg−1 ∈ HHk,n for every L ∈ H
H
k,n−1.
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Once the array of Φk,n’s is constructed we will define
AHk,n :=
2
ǫk,n
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk · ZHk,n
for H ∈ Sk,n. Then from clauses (a) and (c) and the definitions of qk,n and ǫk,n we will
have that all inequality and containment requirements of Lemma 7.3 are satisfied by ΦHk,n,
AHk,n, bk,n, qk,n, and ǫk,n for the action of Gk on X . Thus in future applications of Lemma
7.3 using these parameters, we need only verify that bk,n has the stated bounding property.
As before, whenever we apply Lemma 7.3 to ΦHk,n below, we will have in mind the action
Gk y X and the parameters A
H
k,n, bk,n, qk,n, and ǫk,n without stating this explicitly.
We build the finite families of charts Φk,n inductively in the order indicated by the
arrows in Figure 2: namely, Φk+1,n is constructed immediately after Φk,n if k < n, and
Φ1,n+1 is constructed immediately after Φn,n. The base case is Φ1,1. Observe that if the
families of charts and the Vi,j ’s are constructed in this order, then the conditions imposed
on Φk,n by clauses (a) through (e) refer only to families that have already been constructed.
Furthermore, Vk,n can be defined by clause (d). Note that Vk,n is finite since the sets Ss,t,
Uk, and Im(φ
L
s,t) are all finite. Therefore the chart Φ
H
k,n can be constructed immediately by
applying Lemma 4.6 to Gk with
S =
{
HHk,n−1 if n > k and H ∈ Sk,n−1
{H} otherwise;
F = Vk,nVk,n;
λ = 240ℓk · 2ǫk,n · 2 · 36
2 · 214ℓk ;
η = 16ℓkqk,n ·
2
ǫk,n
· 2 · 362 · 214ℓk .
This completes the construction of the finite families Φk,n and the sets Vk,n. Notice that
if H ∈ Sk,n−1 then there is almost no relationship between Φ
H
k,n−1 and Φ
H
k,n beyond clause
(e). (One could scrutinize the proof of Lemma 4.6 to see that ℓHk,n−1 = ℓ
H
k,n, but we do not
need this fact). In particular ΦHk,n−1 6= Φ
H
k,n, so the families Φk,n are not increasing despite
the fact that the Sk,n’s are increasing.
We now make a few comments on the properties of the constructed charts. Recall that
we defined
XHk,n = {x ∈ X : Stab(x) ∩Gk ∈ H
H
k,n} ⊆ X
H
k .
Also recall that ΦHk,n and X
H
k,n are only defined if H ∈ Sk,n. We first point out that clauses
(b) and (e) can be restated as follows:
(b′) Vk,nVk,n · x ⊆ φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · x for every x ∈ X
H
k,n;
(e′) if n > k and H ∈ Sk,n−1, then
φHk,n
(
16ℓkqk,n · A
H
k,n
)
·XHk,n−1 ⊆ X
H
k,n.
Observe that since Uk generates Gk, clause (d) implies that the sets Vk,n are increasing and
Gk =
⋃
n≥k Vk,n. Also, clauses (b
′) and (e′) imply that for any H ∈ Sk,n,
({1G} ∪ Uk ∪ U
−1
k ) ·X
H
k,n ⊆ X
H
k,n+1
(note that indeed H ∈ Sk,n+1 since the Sk,i’s are increasing). From the definitions we see
that for H ∈ Sk,n the set X
H
k,n meets every Gk-orbit of the Gk-invariant set X
H
k . So it
follows from the above containment that for any H ∈ Sk,n and any x ∈ X
H
k there is N ≥ n
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with x ∈ XHk,n′ for all n
′ ≥ N . Moreover, from the definitions we have that the sets XHk ,
H ∈ Tk, partition X , and for any H ∈ Tk there is an n with H ∈ Sk,n. In particular, for
every x ∈ X and k ≥ 1, there is N ≥ k and H ∈ Sk,N with x ∈ X
H
k,n for all n ≥ N .
We now introduce a function which plays an important role in the new version of clause
(iv), to be introduced below. For x ∈ X and n ≥ 1 define
rn(x) = max{k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n and ∃H ∈ Sk,n with φ
H
k,n(15ℓ
H
k,nqk,n ·A
H
k,n) · x ⊆ X
H
k,n}.
We set rn(x) = 0 if the above set is empty. Note that if rn(x) = k then there is H ∈ Sk,n
with x ∈ XHk,n, and furthermore, if there is 1 ≤ k ≤ n and H ∈ Sk,n with x ∈ X
H
k,n then
by (e′) we have rn+1(x) ≥ k. So for each fixed x ∈ X , the values rn(x) are non-decreasing
with n, and by the previous paragraph for every k ≥ 1 there is an n with rn(x) ≥ k.
Now we build a three-dimensional array of equivalence relations in order to diagonalize
over both the Gk’s and the stabilizers appearing in each Sub(Gk). To describe displacement
in the new third dimension we use the term “layer.” We will build a three-dimensional
array of equivalence relations {Emk,n : 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m}, where E
m
k,n lies in row k, column
n, and layer m, as shown in Figure 3. We require these equivalence relations to satisfy the
following:
(i) each Emk,n is a finite Borel equivalence relation contained in the Gm-orbit equivalence
relation;
(ii) if Emk,n lies in row k and column n, then it is (Φ
H
k,n, A
H
k,n, ǫk,n)-sub-rectangular for
every H ∈ Sk,n;
(iii) if two equivalence relations Emk,n and E
t
k,n both lie in row k and column n then they
are (ΦHk,n, qk,n · A
H
k,n)-orthogonal for every H ∈ Sk,n;
(iv) if H ∈ Sk,n, x ∈ X
H
k,n, and rn(x) = k, then φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) ·x ⊆ [x]Emk,n implies Vk,n ·x ⊆
[x]Ems,t for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t < n;
(v) if H ∈ Sk,n and x ∈ X
H
k,n then there are at most bk,n-many integers t ≥ n (equiv-
alently, there are at most bk,n-many equivalence relations in row k and column n)
such that φHk,n(8 · 2
14ℓHk,n ·AHk,n) · x 6⊆ [x]Etk,n .
We construct the three-dimensional array of equivalence relations inductively, one layer at a
time. The first layer consists simply of E11,1, which we now define. If there is no H ∈ S1,1 for
which x ∈ XH1 , then declare the E
1
1,1-class of x to consist simply of x itself. We require that
E11,1 be contained in the G1-orbit equivalence relation, and therefore it will suffice to define
E11,1 on each of the finitely many pairwise disjoint G1-invariant Borel sets X
H
1 , H ∈ S1,1.
For each H ∈ S1,1 we use the chart Φ
H
1,1 and apply Lemma 7.3 to the action G1 y X
H
1 with
s = 0 (no previous sequence of equivalence relations) to obtain a (ΦH1,1, A
H
1,1, ǫ1,1)-rectangular
equivalence relation on XH1 , and we declare this equivalence relation to be the restriction of
E11,1 to X
H
1 . This defines E
1
1,1. It is easy to check that (i) through (v) hold.
Now suppose that all equivalence relations on layers 1 throughm−1 have been constructed
and satisfy clauses (i) through (v). We construct the equivalence relations in layer m:
{Emk,n : 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m}. We first define a whole layer of auxiliary equivalence relations
{Fk,n : 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m}. We will require the Fk,n’s to have the following properties:
(i′) if Fk,n lies in row k then it is a finite Borel equivalence relation contained in the
Gk-orbit equivalence relation;
(ii′) if Fk,n lies in row k and column n, then for every H ∈ Sk,n the restriction of Fk,n
to the Gk-invariant Borel set X
H
k is (Φ
H
k,n, A
H
k,n, ǫk,n)-rectangular;
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Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
E11,1
E21,1
E31,1
E41,1
E21,2❳❳
❳❳②
E31,2❳❳
❳❳②
E41,2❳❳
❳❳②
E31,3
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅■
E41,3
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅■
E41,4
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❑
E22,2
❄
E32,2
❄
E42,2
❄
E32,3
❄
E42,3
❄
E42,4
❄
E33,3
❄
E43,3
❄
E43,4
❄
E44,4
❄
Figure 3. The first four layers of the three-dimensional array of equiva-
lence relations. Arrows indicate the order of construction.
(iii′) if Fk,n lies in row k and column n, then for every H ∈ Sk,n, Fk,n is (Φ
H
k,n, qk,n ·A
H
k,n)-
orthogonal to each of the pre-existing equivalence relations in row k and column n,
namely Enk,n, E
n+1
k,n , . . . , E
m−1
k,n .
Fix 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m. We will define Fk,n. If there is no H ∈ Sk,n for which x ∈ X
H
k , then
declare the Fk,n-class of x to consist simply of x. Based on clause (i
′) it will suffice to define
Fk,n on each of the finitely many pairwise disjoint Gk-invariant Borel sets X
H
k , H ∈ Sk,n.
For each H ∈ Sk,n we use the chart Φ
H
k,n and apply Lemma 7.3 to the action Gk y X
H
k
with pre-existing equivalence relations Enk,n, E
n+1
k,n , . . . , E
m−1
k,n (note that this list is empty if
Fk,n lies in the right-most column or equivalently if n = m) to obtain a (Φ
H
k,n, A
H
k,n, ǫk,n)-
rectangular equivalence relation on XHk , and we declare this equivalence relation to be the
restriction of Fk,n to X
H
k . We remark that in applying Lemma 7.3, the bounding property
of bk,n holds by the inductive assumption (v), and the other requirements of the lemma were
verified immediately after the listing of clauses (a) through (e). Note that if the Fk,n-class
of x does not meet any of the sets XHk,n, H ∈ Sk,n, then the Fk,n-class of x is a singleton.
This defines the Fk,n’s.
Now we define the equivalence relations Emk,n in layer m in the order given by the arrows
in Figure 3. For (k, n) 6= (m,m), fix a Borel selector σk,n : X → X for Fk,n such that for
all x ∈ X ,
σk,n(x) 6= x =⇒ (∃H ∈ Sk,n) σk,n(x) ∈ X
H
k,n.
(It is clear that such a Borel selector exists; we are not using Lemma 3.6 here). Set Emm,m =
Fm,m. In general, if E
m
k+1,n is defined then we let E
m
k,n be the Fk,n-approximation to E
m
k+1,n
induced by σk,n. Specifically we define
x Emk,n y ⇐⇒ σk,n(x) E
m
k+1,n σk,n(y).
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Similarly, whenever Em1,n+1 is defined we let E
m
n,n be the Fn,n-approximation to E
m
1,n+1
induced by σn,n, meaning
x Emn,n y ⇐⇒ σn,n(x) E
m
1,n+1 σn,n(y).
This defines the equivalence relations lying in layer m.
We check that clauses (i) through (v) continue to hold. By construction Emm,m is contained
in the Gm-orbit equivalence relation and each σk,n moves points within their Gm-orbit.
Therefore each Emk,n is contained in the Gm-orbit equivalence relation. Also, E
m
m,m is finite
and Borel, and each map σk,n is finite-to-one and Borel. So it follows that each E
m
k,n is
finite and Borel. Thus clause (i) holds. Clause (ii) holds since Emk,n contains Fk,n as a sub-
equivalence relation, and Fk,n is (Φ
H
k,n, A
H
k,n, ǫk,n)-rectangular on X
H
k for each H ∈ Sk,n.
Similarly, clause (iii) holds since Emk,n contains Fk,n and for every H ∈ Sk,n the equivalence
relation Fk,n is (Φ
H
k,n, qk,n ·A
H
k,n)-orthogonal to all pre-existing equivalence relations lying in
row k and column n. We prove that clauses (iv) and (v) hold in the next two paragraphs.
(iv). Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m, let H ∈ Sk,n, let x ∈ X
H
k,n, and assume that rn(x) = k.
Suppose that
φHk,n(Z
H
k,n) · x ⊆ [x]Emk,n .
Fix 1 ≤ s ≤ t < n and fix any y ∈ Vk,n · x. We must show that x E
m
s,t y. Set ys,t = y. In
general, if yi,j is defined and i < j < n then set yi+1,j = σi,j(yi,j). If yi,n is defined and
i < k then set yi+1,n = σi,n(yi,n). If yj,j is defined and j < n then set y1,j+1 = σj,j(yj,j).
This defines the collection of points
{yi,t : s ≤ i ≤ t} ∪ {yi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ j and t < j < n} ∪ {yi,n : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
If one imagines these points as lying in a two-dimensional traingular array in the natural
way, then these points occupy the upper portion of column t, all columns strictly between
t and n, and the lower portion of column n. Our first goal is to show that
yk,n ∈ φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · x.
In order to achieve this goal we must study which group element takes y to yk,n. For this it
suffices to study which group element takes each yi,j to yi+1,j and which group element takes
each yj,j to y1,j+1. For (i, j) 6= (k, n), we say that an event occurs at (i, j) if σi,j(yi,j) 6= yi,j .
When i < j this is equivalent to saying yi+1,j 6= yi,j , and when i = j this is equivalent to
saying y1,i+1 6= yi,i. In order to understand how one travels from y to yk,n, one only needs
to understand what happens at the locations (i, j) where an event occurs. If an event occurs
at (i, j) with i < j then there must be L ∈ Si,j with yi+1,j = σi,j(yi,j) ∈ X
L
i,j and hence
yi+1,j ∈ (Im(φ
L
i,j))
−1 · yi,j ⊆ Gi · yi,j .
Similarly if an event occurs at (i, j) with i = j then there must be L ∈ Si,i with
y1,i+1 ∈ (Im(φ
L
i,i))
−1 · yi,i ⊆ Gi · yi,i.
We claim that no event occurs in any row higher than row k. If this claim holds then clause
(d) will imply that yk,n ∈ Vk,n · y. To prove this claim, let i be maximal such that there is
some j with an event occurring at (i, j). Fix such a j. Note that if j = n then by definition
i < k (we did not define, nor do we need, yk+1,n). If i ≤ k then there is nothing to prove.
So suppose that i ≥ k, in which case j < n. By definition, either there is L ∈ Si,i with
y′ := y1,i+1 ∈ X
L
i,i (if i = j) or there is L ∈ Si,j with y
′ := yi+1,j ∈ X
L
i,j (if i < j). In either
case we have L ∈ Si,n since Si,j ⊆ Si,n. Since j < n we deduce from clause (e
′) that
φLi,n(16ℓ
L
i,nqi,n · A
L
i,n) · y
′ ⊆ XLi,n.
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Additionally, clause (d) and the maximality of i implies that y ∈ Vi,n · y
′. Hence clause (b′)
gives
x ∈ V −1k,nVi,n · y
′ ⊆ Vi,nVi,n · y
′ ⊆ φLi,n(Z
L
i,n) · y
′ ⊆ XLi,n.
Therefore
φLi,n(15ℓ
L
i,nqi,n · A
L
i,n) · x ⊆ φ
L
i,n(16ℓ
L
i,nqi,n · A
L
i,n) · y
′ ⊆ XLi,n,
which implies that i ≤ rn(x) = k. So i ≤ k as claimed. It follows that
yk,n ∈ Vk,n · y ⊆ Vk,nVk,n · x.
We are assuming x ∈ XHk,n and thus clause (b
′) gives
yk,n ∈ φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · x.
Since, like y, x ∈ Vk,n · x, an identical argument shows that xk,n (which is defined similarly
to yk,n) satisfies
xk,n ∈ φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · x.
It follows from the definitions of the various equivalence relations in layer m that
y Ems,t x ⇐⇒ yk,n E
m
k,n xk,n.
We conclude that y Ems,t x since φ
H
k,n(Z
H
k,n) · x ⊆ [x]Emk,n .
(v). Fix 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ m. If n = m then there is currently only one equivalence relation,
Emk,m, lying in row k and column n = m. In this case clause (v) is automatic since bk,n ≥ 1.
So suppose that n < m. Fix H ∈ Sk,n and x ∈ X
H
k,n. Let J be the set of n < j ≤ m such
that
φHk,n(8 · 2
14ℓHk,n · AHk,n) · x 6⊆ [x]Ej
k,n
.
Note that we exclude n from J and therefore must only show that |J | ≤ bk,n − 1. Set
t = rn+1(x). Then k ≤ t ≤ n+1 since x ∈ X
H
k,n. By definition there is L ∈ St,n+1 such that
φLt,n+1(15ℓ
L
t,n+1qt,n+1 ·A
L
t,n+1) · x ⊆ X
L
t,n+1.
Note that by the definition of Vt,n+1,
φHk,n(8 · 2
14ℓHk,n ·AHk,n) ⊆ Vt,n+1.
Therefore clause (iv) implies that for every j ∈ J ,
φLt,n+1(Z
L
t,n+1) · x 6⊆ [x]Ej
t,n+1
.
Lemma 6.4 now implies that for each j ∈ J there is 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓLt,n+1 ≤ ℓt such that
x ∈ φLt,n+1
(
30ℓLt,n+1 · (qt,n+1 ·A
L
t,n+1)
)
· ∂
ΦLt,n+1
i
(
Ejt,n+1, qt,n+1 · A
L
t,n+1
)
.
Clause (iii) states that the equivalence relations lying in row t and column n+1 are pairwise
(ΦLt,n+1, qt,n+1 · A
L
t,n+1)-orthogonal. Thus, since x, t, and L are fixed, we must have that
|J | ≤ ℓt ≤ bk,n − 1. This completes the construction of the three-dimensional array of
equivalence relations.
Now to complete the proof we argue that for all x, y ∈ X ,
x EXG y ⇐⇒ (∃M) (∀m ≥M) x E
m
1,1 y.
Establishing this fact will indeed complete the proof since the relation described on the right
is clearly hyperfinite by clause (i). Clause (i) implies that the right-hand side implies the
left. So fix x, y ∈ X with x EXG y. Since G is the union of the Gk’s, we can find k with
Gk · x = Gk · y. Let H be the unique element of Tk which is Gk-conjugate to Stab(x) ∩Gk.
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Then x ∈ XHk and from our discussion just after the listing of clauses (b
′) and (e′) we
have that there is n(1) with H ∈ Sk,n and x ∈ X
H
k,n for all n ≥ n(1). By our comment
following the definition of the function rn, we have that rn(x) ≥ k for all n > n(1). Since
Gk =
⋃
n≥k Vk,n, there is n(2) > n(1) with y ∈ Vk,n · x for all n ≥ n(2). Fix any n ≥ n(2)
and set t = rn(x) ≥ k. Let L ∈ St,n be such that
φLt,n(15ℓ
L
t,nqt,n ·A
L
t,n) · x ⊆ X
L
t,n.
If m ≥ n and φLt,n(Z
L
t,n) · x 6⊆ [x]Emt,n then
x ∈ φLt,n
(
30ℓLt,n · (qt,n · A
L
t,n)
)
· ∂
ΦLt,n
i
(
Emt,n, qt,n · A
L
t,n
)
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓLt,n by Lemma 6.4. By clause (iii) the equivalence relations E
m
t,n lying in
row t and column n are pairwise (ΦLt,n, qt,n ·A
L
t,n)-orthogonal, and so the above scenario can
occur at most ℓLt,n-many times. Thus
φLt,n(Z
L
t,n) · x ⊆ [x]Emt,n
for all but finitely many m ≥ n. Now clause (iv) implies that
Vt,n · x ⊆ [x]Em
1,1
for all but finitely many m ≥ n. This completes the proof as y ∈ Vk,n · x and Vk,n ⊆ Vt,n
since t ≥ k. 
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